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Contact National Office for all queries 
regarding VICs, logbooks, historic race licences, 
lighting endorsement, registration of vehicles, 
address changes, subscriptions, membership 
cards, speed events.

The Vintage Car Club Of New Zealand (Inc.)
National Office,  
PO Box 2546, Christchurch 8140 
Phone 03 366 4461 Fax 03 366 0273 
Email admin@vcc.org.nz
 

management committee

A full list of branch addresses and contact details can also be found on the VCCNZ website at www.vcc.org.nzbranches
ASHBURTON 
PO Box 382, Ashburton 7740 
ashburton@vcc.org.nz
AUCKLAND 
PO Box 12-138, Penrose, 
Auckland 1642 
auckland@vcc.org.nz
BANKS PENINSULA  
27 Showgate Ave, Riccarton Park, 
Christchurch 8042 
bankspeninsula@vcc.org.nz 
BAY OF PLENTY  
PO Box 660, Tauranga 3140 
bayofplenty@vcc.org.nz 
CANTERBURY 
PO Box 11-082, Sockburn 
Christchurch 8443 
canterbury@vcc.org.nz 
CENTRAL OTAGO 
C/- 4B Roto Place, Wanaka 9305 
centralotago@vcc.org.nz

CENTRAL HAWKES BAY 
C/- 346 Porangahau Road, RD 2, 
Waipukurau 4282 
centralhawkesbay@vcc.org.nz
EASTERN BAY OF PLENTY  
PO Box 2168, Kopeopeo 
Whakatane 3159 
easternbayofplenty@vcc.org.nz 
FAR NORTH 
2534 Kaitaia-Awaroa Rd, 
Herekino, RD 1, Kaitaia 0481 
farnorth@vcc.org.nz 
GISBORNE  
PO Box 307, Gisborne 4040 
gisborne@vcc.org.nz
GORE  
PO Box 329, Gore 9740 
gore@vcc.org.nz 
HAWKES BAY  
PO Box 3406, Napier 4142 
hawkesbay@vcc.org.nz

HOROWHENUA  
PO Box 458, Levin 5540 
horowhenua@vcc.org.nz 
KING COUNTRY 
C/- 34 House Ave, 
Taumarunui 3920 
kingcountry@vcc.org.nz 
MANAWATU  
PO Box 385 
Palmerston North 4440 
manawatu@vcc.org.nz 
MARLBOROUGH 
PO Box 422, Blenheim 7240 
marlborough@vcc.org.nz
NELSON  
PO Box 3531, Richmond 7050 
nelson@vcc.org.nz 
NORTHLAND  
PO Box 17, Whangarei 0140 
northland@vcc.org.nz 

NORTH OTAGO 
PO Box 360, Oamaru 9444 
northotago@vcc.org.nz 
NORTH SHORE  
C/- 7 Godwit Place, Lynfield 
Auckland 1042 
northshore@vcc.org.nz 
OTAGO  
PO Box 5352, Dunedin 9058 
otago@vcc.org.nz 
ROTORUA  
PO Box 2014, Rotorua 3040 
rotorua@vcc.org.nz 
SOUTH CANTERBURY  
PO Box 623, Timaru 7910 
southcanterbury@vcc.org.nz
SOUTHLAND  
PO Box 1240, Invercargill 9840 
southand@vcc.org.nz 

SOUTH OTAGO  
C/- M. Tapp, RD 3, Warepa, 
Balclutha 9273 
southotago@vcc.org.nz
SOUTH WAIKATO 
PO Box 403 Tokoroa 3420 
southwaikato@vcc.org.nz
TARANAKI  
C/- 118A Carrington St, 
New Plymouth 4310 
taranaki@vcc.org.nz
TAUPO 
PO Box 907, Taupo 3351 
taupo@vcc.org.nz 
WAIKATO  
PO Box 924, Hamilton 3240 
waikato@vcc.org.nz 
WAIMATE  
4 Harris St, Waimate 7924 
waimate@vcc.org.nz

WAIRARAPA 
PO Box 7, Masterton 5810 
wairarapa@vcc.org.nz 
WAITEMATA 
C/- 9 Marlborough Ave, Glenfield 
Auckland 0629 
waitemata@vcc.org.nz
WANGANUI  
PO Box 726, Wanganui 4540 
wanganui@vcc.org.nz
WELLINGTON 
PO Box 38-418, Petone, 
Wellington 5045 
wellington@vcc.org.nz 
WELLSFORD/WARKWORTH 
PO Box 547, Warkworth 0941  
wellsfordwarkworth@vcc.org.nz 
WEST COAST  
C/- 92 Dommett Esp,  
Greymouth 7802, 
westcoast@vcc.org.nz Please note this information changes annually - these details are valid 

until October 2013.

PHOTOGRAPHS REQUIRED 
Submissions of suitable prints and information (where available) are 
always welcome. 
Please send original photographs of historical interest with any available 
information to:  
Beaded Wheels, PO Box 13140, Christchurch 8141.  
Laserprints/photocopies are not suitable.  
Photos will be returned as soon as practicable.

MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE 
Please note this information changes 
annually - these details are valid until 
October 2013.

PRESIDENT 
John Coomber  
03 348 0062 president@vcc.org.nz

CLUB CAPTAIN NORTHERN REGION 
Bob Ballantyne 
09 444 4066  nicc@vcc.org.nz

CLUB CAPTAIN SOUTHERN REGION 
Alon Mayhew 
03 443 7030 sicc@vcc.org.nz

SECRETARY/ TREASURER 
Michael Lavender  
03 325 5704  hon.sec@vcc.org.nz

REGISTRAR 
Rod Brayshaw 
07 549 4250  registrar@vcc.org.nz

SPEED STEWARD 
Tony Haycock 
03 980 6755  speedsteward@vcc.org.nz

BEADED WHEELS CHAIRMAN 
Kevin Clarkson 
03 385 9821  kevin@vcc.org.nz

Ed Boyd 
06 348 4547  mgmt3@vcc.org.nz

Tony Bartlett 
06 867 9850  mgmt1@vcc.org.nz

Diane Quarrie 
06 876 4009  mgmt2@vcc.org.nz 

VCCNZ ARCHIVIST 
Marilyn McKinlay 
03 349 6951  bmm45@ 
 ext.canterbury.ac.nz

Photograph supplied by Alistair Jones. 

Notes on the back of the photograph read:

“South side of Rimutaka Hill, near the top. Two 490 Chevrolets.”
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Waitemata Branch seems to punch well 
above its weight according to John King, 
see page 26. 

This 1951 Vauxhall Velox is just one 
of over 50 vehicles on offer in our 
Marketplace this issue, see page 38
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COVER
Invited guest and star of the Roycroft Trophy meeting is the 
Southward Car Museum’s 1915 Stutz with a history of competing 
at Indianapolis and a successful New Zealand racing career, driven 
carefully by John Bellamore, see page 26.  Photo John Stokes
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Editorial Committee
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side of paper only. Email of text and photos is 
acceptable, digital photographs should be high 
resolution eg 300dpi. no payment is made 
to contributors. The opinions or statements 
expressed in letters or articles in Beaded Wheels 
are the author’s own views and do not necessarily 
express the policy or views of The Vintage Car 
Club of nZ (inc).

Email
beadedwheels@vcc.org.nz

Advertising Address
Classified and Display advertising to:  
PO Box 13140, Christchurch 8141. 
Phone 64 3 332 3531, fax 64 3 366 0273 
Rate schedule available on request. 
Back Issues
available on request to PO Box 13140, 
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Website 
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Beaded Wheels is the voice of The Vintage Car 
Club of new Zealand (inc.) and its 35 branches 
covering the length and breadth of the country. 
The efforts of our members continue fostering 
and ever widening the interest in this segment 
of our country’s history. it is to these people, who 
appreciate the fascination of age, the individuality 
and the functional elegance of vehicles from a 
bygone era, that this magazine is dedicated.
Beaded Wheels – a very apt and well-known title 
however readers may wonder at the origin of the 
name. By way of explanation beaded edge wheels 
use beaded edge tyres that are kept in place by 
reinforced rubber beads, which fit into the rolled 
edges of the wheel rim. This style of wheel was a 
distinctive feature of early motoring being used 
on early bicycles, many pre-1924 cars and most 
motorcycles until 1927. The VCCnZ adopted 
the title Beaded Wheels for their quarterly club 
magazine in March 1955 which was the successor 
to the monthly Guff Sheet.
Copyright Information 
The contents are copyright. articles may be 
reproduced complete or in part provided that 
acknowledgement is made to “Beaded Wheels, 
the magazine of The Vintage Car Club of new 
Zealand (inc)” as the source. Beaded Wheels 
reserves the right to digitally store all published 
material for archival purposes.
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president’s 
message

The long hot summer and autumn may 
have caused drought problems for our 
rural members around the country, but 
the up side of this weather has been a 
bonus for vintage motoring for many, 
especially those with open cars. Attending 
the Scenicland Rally on the West Coast, 
Christine and I were quite shocked by 
the effects of the drought and the bush 
turned white with the dust from some 
of the shingle roads. We had never seen 
this sight before, and were told there had 
been no rain for over 40 days. The coasters 
consider a week without rain is a drought.
We have had a busy time over the past 
couple of months with visits to Waimate, 
Ashburton, West Coast, Wairarapa, 
Taranaki and Waikato branches, and 
would like to thank those who have so 
kindly hosted us, and those who also 
provided us with vehicles to compete 
in their local rallies. Thanks for your 
generosity and the trust you had in us 
using your precious vehicles. The North 
Island Easter Rally hosted by Wairarapa 
Branch was an outstanding success and 
all the planning and hard work by the 
committee was rewarded with the best 
turnout for a North Island Easter rally for 
years. We were thrilled to be awarded the 
P60 trophy, driving an Austin Princess 
Van den Plas which had been owned by 
two past management committee members 
and friends. Winning a trophy at such 
an event is rare for us in any vehicle. 
Next year the National Easter Rallies will 
by hosted by the newly formed Central 
Hawkes Bay Branch and the West Coast 
Branch. I know that planning is well 
under way for both events and I encourage 
members to support both these branches 
next Easter.
A number of you have asked me what 
is happening with the results from the 
forum conducted at the March Executive 
meeting. The team led by Dianne 
Quarrie collated the results and have 
prepared a questionnaire covering various 
aspect of club membership, activities 
and administration. This survey will be 
sent out to members to complete, and 
the results will be used to plan for the 
future of this club. It is your opportunity 
to have your say directly in this. Please 
take this survey seriously and think about 
what your answers will mean for all of us 
both now and in the future. I often have 

as we see it

Although you possibly wouldn’t know it 
from the name, the Vintage Car Club 
caters for all types of motorised transport 
from commercial vehicles to cars and 
motorcycles. If it is a vehicle and is over 
30 years old then it qualifies for one of the 
age categories we cater for within the club.

Beaded Wheels therefore needs to have 
balance to cater for the various type and 
classification of vehicles embraced by the 
club. Mostly we achieve this although this 
is heavily dependent upon the material 
we receive for publication. If you perceive 
a bias against your type of vehicle or the 
classification it fits into then the answer is 
in your hands; by giving us an insightful, 
lucid and interesting story about your 
vehicle and the activities you get up to in 
it you can redress any imbalance. Possibly 
you may even wish to do a Behind the 
Wheel article on a vehicle owned by a 
fellow club member that you are able to 
score a drive in. We always need more of 
these and ideally we would like a supply 
on hand for future use.  We also like 
to publish articles of a technical nature 
from time to time and we have plenty of 
talented members in the club who are well 
qualified and able to do this. Please give 
it a go?

The Beaded Wheels committee ganged 
up on me recently and maintained that 
there was too much motorcycle content 
with long winded stories of damp magnetos, 
more oil leaks than the Exxon Valdez, 
bikes running out of petrol in isolated 
areas and riders with visibly larger right 
leg muscles caused by constant kicking on 
the kick start lever in an attempt to get 
the thing going! Naturally I denied this 
and maintained that the balance was just 
right! What do you think?

 Kevin Clarkson
 Chairman, Beaded Wheels

members approach me with questions or 
suggestions about different aspects of club 
activities or management, and sometimes 
there are some very useful new ideas for 
us to consider. I hope we can harness 
the collective wisdom of our longstanding 
members and also the enthusiasm and new 
ideas of younger members to provide a 
sound policy for our future direction. 
The national Archivist has been working 
with the management committee to 
establish a policy document to guide 
future direction of our archive resources. 
Tony Bartlett and our registrar have been 
working on a submission on the proposed 
Vehicle Licensing Reform draft in relation 
to the proposed twelve month warrant 
of fitness regime due to be implemented 
next year. We will advise members if there 
will be any changes to the policy as a 
result of our submissions and those of the 
Federation of Motoring Clubs.
You will soon receive ballot papers for the 
national AGM this year. There is a Notice 
of Motion proposing a new category of 
junior membership which is aimed 
at encouraging young people up to 21 
years to join the Vintage Car Club. This 
proposal has been distributed to branches 
and discussed at Executive meetings. The 
management committee supports this 
amendment to the constitution and I urge 
you to vote on this matter. There will also 
be a vote in the North Island only for the 
position of North Island Club Captain as 
two nominations have been received.
Planning for the Vero International 
Festival of Historic Motoring 2016 is 
progressing well and we have given 
consideration to inviting a celebrity 
guest to take part in this event. We were 
privileged to have secured Nick Mason as 
our celebrity guest for the 2012 Wanganui 
Rally, and if any future guest is half as 
popular and generous in participation as 
Nick was, we can be assured of a very 
successful event. Nick very kindly offered 
to assist us in our search for a celebrity 
guest for Dunedin and Rod Brayshaw 
is liaising with Nick on behalf of the 
management committee. I would like to 
thank Nick for his assistance, and we look 
forward to an exciting result.
Now is the time to start looking at those 
winter maintenance and restoration jobs 
in preparation for the start of the rally 
season in the spring. Good luck and take 
care out there.

 John Coomber
National President

4 Beaded Wheels
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 JUNe 
 8 Waitemata R’OilCan
 9 Canterbury Restoration of the Year Rally
 9 Gore End of Season Run
 9 Marlborough Annual Prizegiving Dinner
 9 Northland End of Registration Run and 

Annual Prizegiving
 9 Wairarapa Winter Wander
 10 Bay of Plenty AGM
 10 Wairarapa AGM
 11 Gore AGM
 11 Nelson AGM
 12 Bay of Plenty Mid-Week Run
 12 Canterbury Motorcycle AGM
 12 Central Otago AGM
 12 Hawke’s Bay AGM
 12 Nth Otago AGM
 12 North Shore AGM
 12 Waikato AGM
 15 North Otago Garage Raid
 15 Rotorua Annual Dinner & Prizegiving
 16 Bay of Plenty Mid-Winter Mid-Day Dinner
 16 Hawke’s Bay Club Run
 16 Otago AGM and Pot Luck Lunch
 16 Rotorua Club Run
 16 Sth Cant End of Season Run
 16 Taupo Brass Monkey Run
 19 Gisborne AGM
 19 Rotorua Hosted by E B O P 
 20 Ashburton AGM
 22 E Bay of Plenty Night Owl Run
 22 Manawatu Brass Monkey Night
 23 Ashburton Solstice Run
 23 Bay of Plenty End of month Run
 23 Canterbury AGM
 23 Waikato Te Aroha Run              

 23 Wellington Colonial Cup Rally
 25 Sth Otago AGM
 27 Auckland AGM
 29 Canterbury Annual Dance
 30 Far North Molloy Trophy Rally
 30 Gisborne Club Run
 30 Marlborough Garage Raid
 30 North Shore North Shore/Auckland 

Combined Run
 30 Taranaki Mountain Run

 JUly  
 3 North Otago Shiny Bits Auction
 4 Sth Cant AGM
 6-7 Wellsford/
  Warkworth Winter Woollies Wander
 7 Wairarapa Margaret Gee Memorial Rally
 10 Bay of Plenty Mid Week Run
 10 Taupo Brunch Run
 13 Horowhenua Night Owl Rally
 13 Sth Otago Annual Dinner
 14 Rotorua Central North Island Swap 

Meet
 14  Marlborough Annual Snow Run to  

St Arnaud
 18 Ashburton Annual Dinner
 21 Banks Peninsula Balcairn Trial
 21 North Shore Branch Run
 21 Waikato Raglan Wharf Run
 27 Otago Annual Dinner
 28 Bay of Plenty End of Month Run
 28 Taranaki Annual Brick Run

 AUgUSt  
 2-4 North Otago Pre-’39 Run (incorporating 

Topliss Tour)
 4 Canterbury Winter Run

 4 Wairarapa Club run
 8 Wellsford/
  Warkworth Prizegiving and Club Night
 11  Waikato Motorcycle Run
 14 Bay of Plenty Mid-Week Run
 17 Canterbury VCCNZ National AGM
 17 Waikato Ladies Rally
 18 Canterbury High Tea and Run
 18 North Shore Triple Combined Rally
 18 Taupo Club Captain’s Run
 28 Bay of Plenty End of Month Run
 30  Waikato Long Weekend Tour  

(30 Aug–1 Sept)
 31 Rotorua Sulphur City Rally

SepteMber
 7 Waimate Swap Meet
 8 Auckland Annual PV/PWV/P60V/ 

P80V Rally
 15 Manawatu Vintage Rally
 15 Taupo Champagne Breakfast Run
 15 Waikato Hill Climb
 21-22 Taranaki Rubber Duckie Motorcycle 

Rally
 28 Waikato PV Rally
 28–29 North Shore Spring Tour

VCC Events
This list of events is compiled from the VCCNZ National Calendar of Events, and branch events  

as listed in each branch newsletter. Any deletions, additions, alterations need to be notified to 

Beaded Wheels by the Branch Secretary before 10th of the month prior to magazine publication

While Beaded Wheels makes every attempt to check the accuracy 
of the dates published in this column we advise readers to 
confirm all dates with the individual branch concerned.

VCC National Events
2013
National Commercial Rally Gisborne Labour Weekend 
    26-28 October

2014
National Veteran Rally - Waikato 19-23 March

Total     engine overhauls
MOTOR RECONDITONERS 2002 Ltd

• Bearing Remetaling Specialists 
• All Workmanship Fully Guaranteed

Full Mechanical Servicing

Contact Jared Hanson
8 Hills Road, Christchurch 8148

PO Box 26 033

Phone (03) 366-0914
Fax (03) 366-0912

Mobile 027 3081 292

Email motorrecon@paradise.net.nz

www.motorreconditioners.co.nz
Shirley
MOTORS
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VCCNZ Inc 
National Office, 

PO Box 2546, Christchurch 8140 
ph 03 366 4461 fax 03 366 0273  

email admin@vcc.org.nz  
www.vcc.org.nznational office news

Julie Cairns 
National Office Manager

John L Goddard Trophy
A call for nominations was made in the 

last issue of Beaded Wheels and nomina-
tions are due to close on 30 June. Is there 
someone you would like to nominate? 

Membership Cards
Membership cards have now been sent 

to all financial members. If you have not 
received yours please contact your branch 
secretary in the first instance and they will 
notify the National Office.

Executive and Management Meetings
All branch secretaries are forwarded a 

copy of the minutes from Executive and 
Management Committee meetings. Should 
you wish to read any of these, please 
contact your branch secretary.

FIVA Vehicle Identity Card
If you require a FIVA ID Card for one 

of their events, please allow at least 10 

weeks for its acceptance. There are charges 
involved. Please contact National Office if 
you require further information.

VCC Historic Racing Licence. 
If your licence has expired, please return 

it along with $23 to the National Office 
and a new one will be issued.

National Office
Sometimes there is some confusion 

between the National Office and the 
Canterbury Branch, both being based 
in Christchurch. This year there were 
some errors with subs being paid in to 
the Canterbury Branch bank account 
rather than the National Office (I suspect 
because people paid money to Canterbury 
by internet for a swapmeet site). There has 
also been some indication that people have 
been trying to ring the National Office but 
ringing the branch in error, where there is 
no answer phone at present. 

National Office business hours are 
Monday to Thursday, 9am – 5pm. It is 
advisable to phone before visiting in case it is 
unattended for any reason. Contact details: 
phone 03 366 4461. Email admin@vcc.org.nz 
or postal PO Box 2546, Christchurch 8140

The Beaded Wheels office is situated 
at a different location. Contact details 
are: Phone 03 332 3531, email beaded-
wheels@vcc.org.nz or postal PO Box 13140, 
Christchurch. 

Has Your Vehicle Identity Card 
Expired

The National Office will automatically 
send out a reminder notice, approximately 
three months prior to the due date, for ID 
Cards that are due to expire. Please check 
your ID Card, and if you find you have not 
received one of these, please advise the 
National Office.

Nicola Wilkinson 
Rally Director 2016

Vero International Festival  
of Historic Motoring 2016
Words Nicola Wilkinson

As I write, Dunedin is starting to feel 
the change in season after the indian 
summer we have all enjoyed. My drive 
to work over this period took me past 
the venue for the Festival HQ with 
the stunning Otago Harbour opposite 
looking picture perfect. Here’s hoping for 
a week of weather like this during the 
Festival. 

Mike and the route committee have 
started planning the destinations for 
the hub days. Their aim is to take in 
some of the interesting places of histor-
ical significance around Dunedin and 
the surrounding hinterland to give you 

a taste of what Dunedin and Otago can 
offer so you will return to explore in 
more depth – either on a free day or at 
another time. While some of our tourist 
attractions have an entry fee, there are 
quite a few which don’t so there should 
be something that will suit everyone. We 
are working with the Dunedin i–Site and 
their staff will be available during the 
Festival to assist you and answer queries.

They always say that you never get 
around to visiting the places of interest 
in your home town and I will be the 
first to admit that there are quite a few 
here in Dunedin that I haven’t been to. 

Maybe being the Festival Director will 
give me the impetus to do just that.  One 
place I went to recently was the newly 
restored Toitu Otago Settlers Museum. 
As the name suggests, the museum is 
dedicated to the people who settled in 
the Otago region and has a lot of inter-
esting, interactive exhibits including the 
transport gallery featuring two motor-
bikes belonging to a local VCC branch 
member. While I was there for at least a 
couple of hours, it was not long enough 
to take in all the exhibits so it is on the 
list to revisit.

Interested in joining the Vintage Car Club? 
visit www.vcc.org.nz to download membership application forms and your local branch contact details, or contact your local branch directly for 
application forms and details. See page 2.
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(other than an efficient parking brake 
which was totally ineffective if applied 
while still in motion). If any brave soul 
out there is still driving one of these, I still 
have a horsehead bonnet emblem and a 
few electrical switches, I have long since 
run out of spare front stub axles.

 Following the necessary repairs to the 
third such experience in two years (while 
travelling the Portobello Road immediately 
adjacent to the Otago Harbour) I changed 
the Singer for a 1954 EIP Vauxhall. This 
was an excellent all round vehicle but with 
a corresponding change to breaking rear 
drive axles instead; just as inconvenient 
but with a much reduced hazard potential. 
The worst car I ever owned for rear drive 
axle breakages was a 1956 FJ Holden 
which ate them at £16 a time unfitted, in 
the 1960s.

Stan Brandish

Hidden Treasure
While visiting a second-hand/antique 

shop in Oamaru in February I spotted 
a Veteran carbide lamp and canister. I 
presumed it was for a motorcycle as there 
was one lamp, but I suppose it could be 
part of a Veteran car lighting set-up; I was 
a bit shocked at the price, though. Still, it 
might help someone complete a Veteran 
restoration.

Colin Turney

History Wanted 

I recently purchased the car in the 
photo and it has New Zealand history. I 
am trying to gain as much history of the 
car as possible. Do any members or readers 
recall this vehicle? 

Tom Laferriere
tom@tomlaferriere.com

50th Anniversary – Nelson Branch
The Nelson Branch is celebrating its 

50th Anniversary in April 2014.
The plan is for a friendly, relaxed 

weekend rally on 11-13 April followed by 
a free day in Nelson on Monday and a 
fun-filled tour from Nelson to Greymouth 
which will join with the West Coast 
Branch South Island Easter Rally on Good 
Friday 18 April. 

Gilltrap
The article on George Gilltrap by 

Barry Birchall in Beaded Wheels 321 April 
2013 is an excellent historical piece that 
will serve as an everlasting memory of an 
enthusiastic Vintage car entrepreneur.

However Barry has taken a bit of 
license with his reference to the newly 
formed branch of the VCC on 27 February 
1955. To the best of my knowledge this 
was the inaugural gathering of the 
Auckland Veteran & Vintage Car Club 
and was held on the Auckland Domain. 
George Gilltrap’s invitation, at that get 
together, to rally to Rotorua was accepted 
and this became the Annual Auckland 
Anniversary Weekend Rally. In 1957 I 
travelled to Rotorua in the Moses/
Lawrence 1919 Daimler, then in 1958 
and ‘59 in my Durant. With the Gilltrap 
move to Australia, which caused a bit of 
negative feeling as he had been gifted a lot 
of his collection on the understanding he 
would preserve it, the 1960 Anniversary 
Rally was held to Tauranga. This led to 
the formation of the Bay of Plenty Branch.

I was now married and living in Taupo 
and motored over from Taupo for this rally 
as a member of the VCC. I was subse-
quently allocated to this branch, against 
my will, until we formed the Taupo 
Branch in 1967.

At the Annual Meeting of the 
Auckland V&VCC in 1959 it was resolved 
to become the Auckland Branch of the 
VCC and to the best of my knowledge 
all those who were not already members 
joined the VCC in November that year.

Graham Mock, Taupo

Singer Not On Song
Re the article on the Singer Hunter 

75 (p12 Beaded Wheels 321) I had a 1956 
single cam model as a family car back in 
1969-70. It was somewhat prone to terrible 
understeer, particularly on some Central 
Otago highway corners, and with one 
notable exception it was reliable enough. 
For its day, it was economical, roomy 
enough and comfortable for a family of 
five.

The exception was an unpleasant 
tendency to shear front stub axles at the 
backing plate, with the resultant loss of 
front wheel and brake drum together with 
any useful steering and braking functions 
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Book these dates out in your diary for a 
great week of Vintage motoring with the 
Nelson Branch; we’d love to see you.

Need more information? Contact; 
Secretary, 50th Ann Rally/Tour, Jim 
Wareing. 

Email jimnkyra@xtra.co.nz
Phone 03 544 9998. 

Youth Power
The letter from Wallace McNair in 

issue 318 was right on the mark, particu-
larly his suggestion that older members 
should hand over their cars to younger 
members prepared to drive them, so I’m 
surprised by the poor appreciation of the 
idea. Maybe that’s a further indicator of 
the malaise.

A couple of years ago Gwen and I 
tagged along at the tail of a Veteran run 
from Melbourne to Goulburn and were 
blown away by the large number of very 
young drivers and crews, including a 
young woman who rode a Veteran bike on 
the dirt roads with considerable skill. Most 
of the cars did not even have a “veteran” 
passenger in the vehicle. We found out 
after socialising with them at the lunch 
stop that in most cases they were the 
grand-children of the owners, so Wallace 
is on the right track with grand-daughter 
Olivia. Seeing them having a great time at 
the communal breakfast by the river next 
morning was heart-warming. Therefore, 
why don’t we play by Aussie Rules? I 
know the answer, but not the reason so 
I’m issuing a watered down challenge to 
at least get the wheels (beaded) rolling. 
I’m well aware of many older members 
who own magnificent cars that haven’t 
turned a wheel for years because they 
don’t feel capable of driving them. I’ve 
politely suggested to them that there are 
plenty of capable drivers who would be 
rapt to be offered the chance to chauffeur 
them around on a rally or run. The looks 
I’ve received are akin to dropping the 
words “skew gears” into a Vintage Bentley 
gathering. What on earth is so precious 
about New Zealand owners compared 
to their Aussie counterparts? So, all 
you oldies who are beyond managing a 
non-syncro box and direct steering, look 
around and ask a younger member or even 
someone outside the Club who doesn’t 
have an old vehicle, to put you in the 
passenger’s seat so you can relive the good 
old days. 

Alastair Jones
Bay of Plenty Branch

Clinkard Correction
May I offer a few corrections and 

observations with reference to the letter 

Interested in joining the Vintage Car Club? 
visit www.vcc.org.nz to download membership application forms and your local branch contact details, or contact your local branch directly for 
application forms and details. See page 2.
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from Jean Berry (Clinkard) published in 
your April/May edition. The car pictured 
is actually Bryce Clinkards’ Ansaldo-
engined special, reputedly constructed 
aboard the frigate HMS Leander while she 
was tied up in Devonport New Zealand in 
the immediate postwar years.

Structurally, the frame incorporated 
four longitudinal members, said at the 
time to be of boiler tube (which would be 
monstrous) but from the photograph and 
considering the context, almost certainly 
would be of condenser tubing. The 
independent front suspension featured 
fabricated tubular lower control-arms, 
and a single transverse leaf spring which 
performed double-duty as upper control 
arms for both sides.

The engine was a 2-litre Ansaldo six 
with some diverting provenance: Howard 
Natrass and Hugh Carter had raced 
Mercer sixes at Muriwai in the 1920s 
and the latter’s car, now in the hands of 
George Campbell, was re-engined with 
an Ansaldo six in about 1930. This was 
the engine which found its way through 
the ownership of Ron Roycroft and John 
McMillan to that of Bryce Clinkard and 
thus into the Clinkard Special itself.

All I can remember now is that the 
car was raced in the New Zealand Grand 
Prix of 1950 at Ohakea by either Geoff 
or Toby Easterbrook-Smith, although 
some insist that ‘Clink’ himself drove. All 
commentators that I heard as a boy were 
in agreement however, that the motor 
overheated and blew up. I think the car 
was broken up for parts shortly thereafter.

The car that Mrs Berry refers to as 
being brought to these shores in the 
hold of a ship would have to be the Type 
35A Bugatti which did indeed stow away 
piecemeal aboard the Leander on her New 
Zealand tour of 1947. Bryce did not race 
this car and soon sold it to Ken Hemus, 
who did, and who later took it to the 
Ohakea meeting mentioned above, where 
it suffered an un-named gearbox affliction.

This Bugatti subsequently gained some 
notoriety in the hands of my father, the 
said Ron Roycroft, who raced it through 
the fifties with a 3.4 litre XK120 Jaguar 
engine in place of the 2-litre Bugatti eight.

Intriguing to learn that Clinkard 
Performance Cars of England is of Bryce 
Clinkard’s family.

I’m afraid that Scott Thomson’s Up 
To Speed is now changing hands on the 
internet for $80 or so.

Terence Roycroft

History Wanted
Late last year I rescued an Austin A70 

Hereford pickup from Waimate. I thought 

it was a sad case but once I got the car 
home and cleaned it up I found it was 
in much better condition than it looked. 
It had been painted both inside and out 
with a black bitumen type coating, this 
together with the old canopy on the back 
did quit a good job of preserving her. The 

engine was weather-seized but with the 
help of a friend we soon freed her up and 
we were both pleasantly surprised at how 
sweetly she ran. When we drove her up 
and down the driveway we were aston-
ished at how smooth the clutch was and 
how quiet the gears were. It had obviously 
been well looked after mechanically by 
its previous owner. I am very keen to 
know its history. A colleague of mine 
formerly from Dunedin remembers it well 
and recalls a man with a large white beard 
driving it in the company of a young girl, 
possibly a granddaughter, in the South 
Dunedin area. They were regulars at St 
Kilda Beach.

If anyone can help phone 03 615 8755 
or write to the address below.

Tony McGillen
C/- PO Box 1
Temuka

Old Tractors
I have just been reading in the 

latest Old Tractor Magazine about the 
Doodlebug Fords. These were a conversion 
of Model T Fords to tractors as offered by 
the Montgomery Ward company in the 
US. It brought back memories of articles 
that were in the Journal of Agriculture 
that was published many years ago, I can 
remember an article in one in the early 
‘50s about converting cars like the old 
Dodges, Plymouths, Maxwells, Whippets 
and the likes into tractors. It involved 
fitting a second gearbox behind the 
original gearbox so a very much lower 
ratio was available to enable the vehicle 
to be able pull a plough. The chassis was 
usually shortened and the body either 
taken off or cut down to allow better 
visibility when doing farm work. They 
usually had wider wheels fitted to the 
rear drive for better grip. This was a time 
just after the war when import restric-

tions limited the availability of overseas 
vehicles. 

I’d be very interested if any readers also 
remember these and if there are any that 
have survived to this day.

Corran Vincent

Celebrity Guest
I would like to comment on a couple 

of points in Nicola Wilkinson’s column 
(Rally Director 2016) in the last issue of 
Beaded Wheels.

Firstly, to clarify about how the costs 
involved in hosting the special guest are 
covered by the Management Committee. 
The fact is that while the Rally organising 
committee have no input into these costs, 
at the final wash-up these costs are part of 
the rally expenditure. 

Secondly, as Nicola has alluded 
to, the celebrity guest is chosen by the 
Management Committee primarily 
as a marketing exercise to promote the 
Vintage Car Club, the rally in question 
and to gain good will and sponsorship for 
the event. There is no doubt that Nick 
Mason achieved all of this for us. The 
celebrity guest’s schedule is managed by 
the Management Committee and while 
their primary reason for being there is 
not to meet the entrants, Nick Mason 
was at virtually every event held during 
the rally mingling with rally entrants and 
their friends. I think it was more our 
member’s natural reticence that prevented 
them from going up to say hi to Nick and 
Annette who were more than happy to 
speak to anyone who they came in contact 
with

Bruce Hutton, qsm

Rangiora

The Willys Overland Knight Registry 

is the world’s best source of literature on 

Sleeve Valve engines and the vehicles 

manufactured by the Willys organisation – 

Willys Knight, Whippet, Overland and Willys 

to name a few.

To join the New Zealand Chapter or the 

American organisation contact:

Tony Lane 15 Willowpark Drive, RD 11, 
Masterton 5871 Phone 06 377 3064  

Email wandmlane@xtra.co.nz

New ZealaNd Chapter
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historical snippets of motoring 
interest from years gone by 
Graeme Rice

timelines

Kingpin sets Engine gaskets Gearbox gears
Suspension parts Steering joints Crownwheel & pinions
Spark plugs Electrical fittings Wiper motors (vac)
Engine bearings Shock absorbers Wheel cylinders & kits
Master cylinders & kits Shackles (pins & bushes) Ring gears & pinions
Rear axles Water pumps & kits Clutch plates
Clutch covers Carburettors Fuel pumps & kits
Brake & clutch cables Pistons Steering box parts
Valves, springs, guides Speedo cables Ignition parts
Timing gears & chains Lenses Engine mounts

MECHANICAL RESTORATIONS & VINTAGE SPARES (1980)
RD 7 • Fordell • Wanganui • Phone/Fax 06 342 7713

1912-92
ENGLISH

AMERICAN
CONTINENTAL

Stockists of
REPLACEMENT
AUTOMOTIVE

PARTS

100 YEARS AGO

1913 – Debate on the cyclecar boom raged. 
John Willys predicted the craze would never 
catch on in America where they could build 
cars in great numbers with the best materials 
and strongest construction. “A cyclecar won’t 
last a month on the worst American roads 
and won’t be practical on the highways of 
England and Europe,” he argued. Daily Mail 
motoring columnist Charles Hands claimed 
one of his motoring friends had predicted  
that cyclecars would revolutionise traffic and 
soon become kings of the road.

75 YEARS AGO

1938 – The MG Magic Magnette which 
Major Goldie Gardner had driven to 
148.8mph to take the 1100cc record in 1937 
was now totally rebuilt to raise the record 
to 170mph. Viscount Nuffield sponsored 
the work on the 170bhp Magnette EX135 
with Cecil Kimber and Reid Railton doing 
the mechanicals. Just who was responsible 
for the removable square steering wheel 36 
years before the Austin Allegro’s version 
isn’t recorded. 

50 YEARS AGO

1963 – Le Mans 1963 was the high point for 
the gas turbine car with Graham Hill and 
Richie Ginther bringing the Rover-BRM 
home after 24 hours in a theoretical 8th 
place, covering 2593 miles, just 241 miles 
less than the winning Ferrari. Quite an 
achievement given extended pit stops every 
2½ hours for kerosene and new brake pads. 
Both drivers had to get used to acceleration 
lags of several seconds, no engine braking 
and dealing with just two gears, forward and 
reverse. 

30 YEARS AGO

1983 – Russia’s Lada Niva was acclaimed as 
the most intriguing new model arrival of 
1983. Powered by a Fiat derived sohc 1600cc 
four cylinder motor, it featured high/low 
ratios, full time four wheel drive and a full 
set of instruments including a rev counter. 
The Niva was summed up as more of a hill 
climber than a social climber. At $14,250 it 
was $3000 dearer than Suzuki’s SJ4 4WD, 
and $3600 cheaper than Subaru’s Leone 
dual range 1.8 litre 4WD.
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tappet clearances, removing radiator and 
timing cover to check timing chain, fitting 
spotlights to ensure adequate illumina-
tion at night on the Coast roads and a 
larger generator to cope with the increased 
power load. They also fitted four new 
tyres, replaced a cracked half windscreen 
and even checked the error in the speed-
ometer. Then there was the preparation 
of high energy food – hot and quick to eat 
preferably on the move. Their last task was 
to provide clamps to hold two 4 gallons. 
petrol tins on the running board as space 
with a passenger, their luggage, sleeping 
gear and provisions was at a premium in 
the back seat.

The Newells left their home in 
Rangiora just before midday on the 
Thursday travelling south via Danseys 
Pass to an overnight stop in Ophir, North 
Otago. Then it was past Lake Wanaka 
through the Haast Pass to reach the Haast 
Beach camping ground in the evening 
just in time to fuel-up. To me it seemed a 
long way just to reach the starting point 
but it gave them the chance to check 
the vehicle’s fuel consumption (15mpg) 
and assess a comfortable average speed 
(50mph). Both these were critical in 
planning the route to get them to Akaroa 
the next day within the time frame. 

Starting from the Haast camping 
ground just after midnight they travelled 
north until at 2.08am. they stopped for a 
pre-arranged fuel stop at the Whataroa 
Service Station. Making good time they 
turned at Kumara 
Junction heading 
inland over Arthur’s 
Pass reaching the 
township in darkness 
at 5.20am. Returning 
over the Pass 
(collecting an extra 
40 points) they picked 
a Mountain Spaniard 
flower as evidence they 
had been at 3,000 ft.

Travelling north 
again they reached 
Reefton where they 
purchased a light 
bulb to verify their 
visit. (Appropriate, as 
Reefton was the first 
town in New Zealand 
to have electric street 
lighting.) The next 
stop was at Murchison, 
the most northerly 
point on their route, 
where they turned to 

head south via the Lewis Pass to reach 
home at Rangiora just before mid day. 

At this stage their plan was to go 
through Oxford to Sheffield then turn 
south-east and go straight to Akaroa. 
They left Rangiora at 1.00pm. 

An extract taken directly from Leith’s 
record of the event gives an idea of the 
decisions they were involved with during 
their travelling. “I was back in the front 
seat, Jack driving and my mental calcu-
lator was now running through alternative 
routes estimating times. Was it worth 
going to Methven for another 10 points 
or would more be lost if through the extra 
distance we arrive later at Akaroa than 
allowed. We stopped at Sheffield where 
a fireman with some young people were 
rolling out hoses. It transpired that he 
was a friend of another entrant Edgar 
Ridgen who had already stopped there and 
obtained his signature as route verifica-
tion. His advice was that Methven would 
be possible but probably touch and go. 
Off then through the Rakaia Gorge to 
Methven taking 35 precious minutes. Not 
bad going though, refuel and across to 
Rakaia with slow progress on the Main 
South Road. Did a quick map check and 
decided to turn off immediately across 
the Selwyn Bridge and go across country. 
Wrong road but next one was a long 
straight, unsealed highway that lead to the 
Lincoln township. Through the town then 
onwards over Hilltop to reach our destina-
tion Akaroa at about 4pm. Was pleased 

The Monte Carlo Style Rally-1993

In Beaded Wheels 321 I wrote about 
the rally staged in 1993 by the Banks 
Peninsula Branch of the Club that 

was run along similar lines to the famed 
Monte Carlo Rally. My article outlined 
what the requirements for the event were. 

As mentioned cars could start from 
anywhere in the South Island and had 16 
hours to reach Akaroa. Former National 
President Alistair McIntosh started in 
Invercargill motoring up the centre of the 
South Island in his Alvis 12/50. Geoff and 
David Owen in their Bentley travelled 
all around the top of the South Island 
negotiating various mountain passes 
before reaching Akaroa. The hard luck 
story would have to go to the three Otago 
MG Midgeteers Des Gray, Wayne Marsh 
and Barry Russell who at exactly midnight 
on the Friday filled their cars at a Dunedin 
all-night service station intending to 
travel to Akaroa via Central Otago and 
the West Coast. Unfortunately the time 
clock on the pump was a quarter of an 
hour slow and their pump receipt read 
11.45p.m. meaning a disqualification for 
starting early if produced at the finish. It 
was a long 15 minute wait to get another 
valid receipt. Their hard luck was to 
continue with brake failure encountered 
on the Coast and while Des Gray finished 
within the time (and was placed fourth 
overall) Wayne and Barry terminated five 
hours late.

The overall winner was Leith and 
Jack Newell and son John in their 1924 
Vauxhall 30/98. Their winning score 
was 446 points, 99 clear of second placed 
Bruce Pidgeon in his Bugatti T37A. 
Afterwards Leith wrote a record of their 
trip for this magazine Beaded Wheels issue 
207 April 1994. 

Their choice of vehicle was important. 
Although the 1908 Old Blue would gain 
high ‘age’ points they chose the younger 
1928 30/98 Vauxhall tourer, sacrificing 
32 points. They felt that these would be 
easily made up by the higher average speed 
of the 30/98 making a longer distance 
available to gain more ‘travel’ points.

Their preparation was fastidious. For 
their vehicle it included checking the 

Words Grant Hitchings  

the way we were
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with my flow sheet planning, 480 points 
I think.” 

The judges were pleased too, awarding 
them first place.

The Activities At The Finish
The Banks Peninsula Branch publicity 

machine must have worked efficiently as 
there was a large crowd gathered at the 
Akaroa Recreation Ground to greet the 
arrivals, watch the field tests and take an 
interest in the cars and their condition. 
They were not disappointed. Most entrants 
entered into the spirit of the rally and 
outfitted themselves and their vehicles to 
suit the occasion. Originality and humour 
were there in abundance with many car 
owners, keen on winning the Confort 
Prize, carrying chattels which included 
beds and cupboards. One car carried a 
wind-up gramophone to while away the 
hours while travelling, and another, an 
old-style commode chair attached to its 
rear bumper for convenience. 

The most eye-catching entrant was 
Tom Cloudesley and his 1918 twin six 
Packard tourer. The massive car was 
bedecked with flags of the Principality of 
Monaco while the Cloudesley coat of arms 
adorned the sides. With the driver (Phil 
Jeeves) and butler (Bob Beardsley) both in 
full livery, Tom lounged on the back seat 
complete with monocle, mohair rugs and 
gentleman’s attire.

Concours was judged by Gavin Bain. 
Being a hot day Gavin was very apprecia-
tive of the offer to cool down with a bottle 
of champagne kindly donated to him by 
Bernie and Margaret Biddlecombe. Just 
by chance and by an even stranger coinci-
dence the Biddlecombes went on to win 
the prize for the most comfortable and 
best equipped vehicle. I am sure their prize 
was fully deserved.

The report in Beaded Wheels at the 
time stated that the Rally finished with 
an evening function at the community 
hall in Duvauchelle not far from Akaroa. 
It said of those in attendance that their 
near catatonic state spoke volumes for 
the journeys they had undertaken. ( Very 
interesting but I am still unsure as to what 
‘catatonic’ really means ). 

The rally was so successful that it has 
been repeated four times, the latest about 
four years ago. 

And for those interested, the prize 
the Newells won was the master key that 
would open all doors in the new state-of-
the-art Banks Peninsula Branch clubrooms 
if and when they are ever built. 
 BW

Vintage Car Club or New Zealand Inc.

Notice Of Motion

Current wording:
5. Membership
5.1 The membership of Club shall comprise of Individuals who follow the 

“objects” of the Club and whom the Club accepts as its Members (called 
“Members”)

 There are three types of Members namely:
a) Members – any persons interested in furthering the interest of the Club.
b) Joint Member – Member and spouse (or partner) and/or dependant 

children between the age of fifteen and twenty one years inclusive and 
residing with the member or temporarily residing away from that address 
while attending an educational institution.

c) Honorary Life Member - Any Member who shall have rendered the 
Club outstanding service, which in the opinion of the Club is such 
that a Member merits the conferment of the status of Honorary Life 
Membership. (Refer By-laws)

Alter to:
5. Membership
5.1 The membership of Club shall comprise of Individuals who follow the 

“objects” of the Club and whom the Club accepts as its Members (called 
“Members”)

 There are four types of Members namely:
a) Members – any persons interested in furthering the interest of the Club.
b) Joint Member – Member and spouse (or partner) and/or dependent 

children up to twenty one years inclusive and residing with the member 
or temporarily residing away from that address while attending an educa-
tional institution

c) Honorary Life Member – Any Member who shall have rendered the 
Club outstanding service, which in the opinion of the Club is such 
that a Member merits the conferment of the status of Honorary Life 
Membership. (Refer By-laws)

d) Junior Membership – Any member 21 years of age or younger who 
does not fall under the category of ‘Joint Member’, who pay 50% of the 
current Annual Subscription for the relevant branch they are assigned to 
and a 50% reduction of the applicable Branch Levy. 

Reason:
We believe that it is important to encourage junior membership to the Club. 

At present, anyone between the ages of 1 – 14 is required to be a full member (at 
the full subscription rate). If you are under 22 and do not have a parent in the 
Club, you are not eligible to become a joint member, and again, required to be a 
full member (at the full subscription rate). 

While the branch will be receiving half of the normal Branch Levy for a new 
member, this initiative is intended to encourage young people who would not 
normally consider joining the VCC. 50% of something is better than 100% of 
nothing and if the branch is able to nurture and encourage these new members 
in an appropriate manner, once the Junior member has reached the age of 22 they 
will collect the full levy from then on. The age for joint membership has been 
altered to coincide with that of the proposed Junior member category.

Moved: Anne Thomson 37/02325
Seconded: Nicky Renwick 05/11758
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Operation X was attended by 12 Vintage vehicles with 
representatives from four VCC branches, consisting of 
a rag tag variety of military personnel, travelling in a 

range of vehicles from an MG sports car, to an ex NZ army Ford 
staff car, to the ubiquitous Model A Fords which seem to pop up 
everywhere when the going gets tough. Personnel were of varying 
quality, some immaculately turned out, notably Trooper Craig 
Begg, and Rear Admiral Tom O’Conner from South Canterbury 
Branch who had enough scrambled egg on his hat to feed a 
regiment. Others are less deserving of mention, particularly the 
private soldier whose attempt at military garb consisted of his 
wearing his old army issue underwear (which probably contributed 
to his high pitched voice), and the trooper who allegedly had a 
brass button somewhere in his pocket. 

The cheerful demeanour of the entrants’ arrival at the Officer’s 
Mess at 1900 hours quickly turned to a worried “what am I doing 
here” attitude as a briefing on the operation was revealed by 
an aptly named General Shambles, whose 
ill fitting trousers constantly travelled in a 
southerly direction threatening to expose the 
assembled troops to the unedifying sight of 
the General’s nether regions. 

The troops were harangued into some 
semblance of order by Sergeant Major Luskie 
and divided into four colour coded sections, 
Bombadier Hawke being punished for a minor breach of discipline 
by being promoted to officer in command of Pink Section. 

After messing on saveloys and tomato sauce the troops bravely 
sallied forth at 1945 hrs, ordered to gather intelligence.

On arrival at a field of operations near the Ashburton Airport 
all sections were required to camouflage one of their vehicles, 
a task enthusiastically undertaken by Pink section under the 
command of Bombardier Hawke, who promptly commandeered 
the entire supply of camouflage materials, thus exposing all other 
sections to the danger of aerial attack by the enemy, which was 
soon to eventuate in the form of a Cessna, which carried out two 
bombing attacks, luckily no casualties resulted from the attack 
other than loss of dignity. 

Despite Pink section being temporarily unable to locate their 
section leader owing to the quality of the camouflage paint which 
he had liberally applied to all exposed sections of his person, all 
sections moved on individually to other fields of endeavour. 

Equally fiendish attacks occurred at various other locations 
in the Wakanui area as the troops were subjected to ambushes 
by armoured vehicles and hidden machine gun units as they 
attempted to gather the necessary intelligence required by the 
commanding officers. Various examples of devotion to duty were 
noted and mentioned in dispatches. Our erstwhile local Chairman 
and navigator were recommended for decoration as they bravely 
delayed their departure from an extremely dangerous field of 
operation in order to allow their brothers-in-arms to escape. An 
unkind suggestion was advanced that Trevor had temporarily 
lost the keys to the Chev, and so was unable to proceed, and had 
to be asked by the enemy to move on so they could open fire on 
him. However the Shaws were duly decorated at the debriefing as 
General Shambles preferred to accept their version of the events 
as an act of selfless heroism. Major Bruce McIlroy and his trusty 
batman Andrew, were also mentioned in dispatches for their part 
in mounting a determined attack with their Model A Ford on an 

enemy Ferret armoured scout car, with little 
regard for their own safety.

Reports have however been received of 
Trooper Begg being temporarily isolated from 
his unit, and then having been attacked by 
an aggressive armoured enemy unit as he 
single-handedly, and at great personal risk, 
obtained the dimensions of an enemy air 

field, and was then abandoned to his fate by the less heroic 
members of his unit. Corporal Robert Jones suffered a similar 
trauma as a craven Red Section retreated in disorder. 

Units then reported back to General Headquarters. No casual-
ties were reported. One unit claimed an unconfirmed number of 
enemy casualties were inflicted! Debriefing revealed the complete 
success of the operation, the enemy being reported to be 
thoroughly demoralised and in need of counselling. Troopers C 
Begg, Corporal C Good and Rear Admiral Tom O’Connor 
operating as Green section under the able command of Sergeant 
A Stevens performed their duties with great distinction, and were 
duly decorated by Field Marshal Morag Cullimore. The Ashburton 
Expeditionary Force is indebted to the Military Collector’s club 
and Ian Begbie for their invaluable contributions to the success of 
Operation X.  BW

…The troops were harangued 
into some semblance of order by 

Sergeant Major Luskie…

Operation X
Words David Oakley, photos Glenys Luskie

Move over Dad’s Army, Ashburton Branch is off on manoeuvres…

General Shambles addresses the troops.Corporal Mehrten’s Model T Ford on manoeuvres
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General Shambles addresses the troops.

METAL RECLAIMING 
SPECIALISTS

One Stop Vintage Repair Shop

LATEST TECHNOLOGY NO HEAT DIST0RTION

GUARANTEED

129 Manukau Rd Pukekohe Ph 09 238 4079 
Fax 09 238 4437 email kelven@fesltd.co.nz

• Worn axleshafts

• Crankshafts back to standard

• Main tunnels in blocks

• Top of cylinder block

The list is endless ...
We are the most complete machine 
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South Canterbury hosted the National South Island Easter 
Rally this year with the event being based at Phar Lap 
Raceway on the northern outskirts of Timaru. Of the 184 

vehicles that took part, the oldest was a 1906 Darracq and the 
latest was a 1980 Toyota. Entries received included an expat Kiwi 
from Singapore and one person had come from London to take 
part in the rally with family.

On Easter Saturday entrants had a choice from five different 
routes to Cannington School, a small rural school inland from 
Timaru, for lunch. Most people took the opportunity to have a 
wander and get their first decent look at all the vehicles entered. 
The return trip to Timaru was low key, with the option of a steam 
train ride at Pleasant Point offered along with other places to visit.

Sunday was the public day and field tests were held in front of 
the Phar Lap Raceway grandstand. One of the games was to throw 
tennis balls at a row of cans. Unknown to the Rally Chairman 
his photo and some other prominent members of our club were 
attached to the cans to provide incentive for the throwers!

Also in keeping with the Vintage element the DB Clydesdale 
horses gave wagon rides to the public. This was well patronised. 
We were lucky to have on display the last remaining Cooper 
Bristol in New Zealand. This is the Holden engined racing car 
that crashed and burned while racing and has undergone a long 
restoration with the correct motor now in place.

The Pennzoil competition was held after lunch, with driving 
over speed bumps while holding a hubcap full of water providing 
the most entertainment. Not many full hubcaps of water by the 

South Island Easter Rally 2013
 Words and photos Grant Stewart

John and Marion Foster in their 1923 De Launay belleville.

Eric Robins in his 1906 Darracq  followed by the Martins of Cromwell in their 1950 BSA and side car combo. Olly Olsen in his 1930 Chrysler.
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Olly Olsen in his 1930 Chrysler.

end of this game. Seven branches entered, with Southland being 
the trophy winners.

Sunday night prize giving was well supported with the overall 
winner being Ken Buchanan from Gore. West Coast will host the 
next one, time to sample Coast hospitality again.

 
BW

Results: 
Veteran Class
Alan Hawke 1908 Darracq  South Canterbury
Vintage Class
Lex Westoby 1930 Alvis   South Canterbury
Post Vintage
Stuart & Lyn Neill 1939 Dodge D11 Otago
Post War
Dave Williams 1947 Plymouth Manawatu

Post 60
Ken Buchanan 1974 Triumph 2.5  Gore
Commercial
Gary Cook 1964 Anglia Van  Canterbury
Motorcycle
Russell Dale 1911 Abingdon King Dick South Canterbury
Overall Rally Winner
Ken Buchanan
Pennzoil Trophy
Southland Branch
Concours
Ross & Shona Noble 1924 Riley

Entrants David and Marion Oakley in their 1925 Hupmobile leading Michael Lavender in his 1931 Sunbeam Coupe into the lunch stop. 

Rally Convenor Alistair Day sending off entrant Gavin Ladbrook in 
his 1927 Dodge Roadster.

Dave and Felicity Backhouse in their 1925 Hupmobile
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North Island Easter Rally 2013
 Words and photos Kevin Ball

A big entry of 117 cars (around double the norm), fine weather 
and a huge public turnout on Sunday left the organisers of 
the North Island Easter Rally exhausted but happy.

Run by the Wairarapa Branch under the chairmanship of 
Neville Taylor, the rally was a huge success. At Sunday night’s 
dinner one prize remained unpresented. That was the Hard Luck 
Trophy, and it stayed on the shelf because every one of the cars, 
several of them over 100 years old, completed Saturday’s competi-
tive section without problems.

National President John Coomber, of Christchurch, who took 
part in the event and presented the prizes, paid tribute to the rally 
organising committee who had worked for two years on the event. 

Saturday’s run took the cars through all three Wairarapa 
districts, and the three mayors, Ron Mark (Carterton), Garry 
Daniell (Masterton) and Adrienne Staples (South Wairarapa), 
were all involved. Ron Mark competed in a borrowed car and 
then was MC for the prizegiving dinner. Garry Daniell flagged the 
cars away at the start of Saturday’s run. The route took the cars 
mostly through rural South Wairarapa roads, with morning tea at 
Gladstone and lunch at Martinborough School. By coincidence 
three entrants found they were former pupils of that school.

Sunday’s public day, organised by Paul Lamb and a team of 
helpers, kept the large crowd entertained. Early in the piece the 
organising committee made a bold decision to keep public entry 

Roger Gardner and Tess Keene from Eastern 
Bay of Plenty, ride the 1903 Ford Model A at 
the head of a Ford parade.

Reunion time: Rally entrants from left Brian 
McPherson from Manawatu, and Patricia Farmer 
and Bruce Hutton from Horowhenua, they are 
all ex-pupils of Martinborough School, the lunch 
destination.

 A 1948 Packard Clipper passes the Pukemanu Pub in 
Martinborough. 

 Mark Prenter tosses a ring at a cone.
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Olivia Horsbrugh, 10, from 
Carterton School, won the 
colouring contest.

 A chance encounter led to cousins Rosemary Hickland, 
of Masterton, left, and Terry Campbell, from Tasmania, 
meeting each other for the first time.

Hanging out washing from a moving car isn’t easy, especially when 
you’re this close to the ground - Rowland and Margaret Ward’s 
E-type Jaguar.

prices down to $2 for an individual and $5 for a family. That plus 
three days of fine weather, paid off big-time with a huge “gate”. 
Stallholders, up to 50 of them, offering everything from food to 
crafts and rides for children, had their best day in some time and 
were delighted.

A feature of Sunday’s activities was competition for the Maxwell 
Trophy, involving 10 teams of three cars (one each from different 
classes), with entrants demonstrating their skills at shooting, 
balancing glasses of water and hanging out the washing.

The People’s Choice winner was the fabulous 1931 Hispano 
Suiza, first owned by the Shah of Persia and entered by David and 
Serena Wilkens, from Wellington.

Wairarapa entrants were prominent. Mary Buick celebrated her 
74th birthday by winning the Lady Driver award, Stephanie Barron 
and Stuart Stubbs took out the gymkhana trophy and Tinui 
neighbours and friends Tim Johnstone (1931 Model A) and Mike 
Blundell (1925 Cadillac) shared the best local entrant award.

Masterton man Roger Gardner, driving the oldest exhibit, the 
Colonial Motor Company’s 1903 Ford Model A, led a parade of 
modern, Vintage and Veteran Fords at the end of the public day.

Results
Overall Winners  Chris Rhodes & Mark Prenter (Manawatu) 1931 Studebaker
Todd Park Trophy David and Serena Wilkens (Wellington) 1931 Hispano Suiza 
Maxwell Trophy   Manawatu 2 Team
Veteran Ian & Fay Chamberlain (Wanganui)  1906 Reo Runabout
Vintage Chris Rhodes & Mark Prenter (Manawatu) 1931 Studebaker
Post-Vintage Colin & Lorraine Patterson (Waikato) 1937 Buick
Post-war  Paul & Carol Fussey (Waikato) 1956 Rover 90
Post-60 John & Christine Coomber (Christchurch) 1964 Austin Princess 
Commercia Roger & Janette Reid (West Coast) 1930 Model A Pickup 
Gymkhana Stephanie Barron & Stuart Stubbs (Wairarapa)
Public Choice David & Serena Wilkens (Wellington) 1931 Hispano Suiza 
Furthest driven John & Jan Cook (961km from Balclutha) 1962 Singer Gazelle
Best lady driver:  Mary Buick (Masterton) Austin 16.6 Burnham

Willie Worsfold (in wheelchair) admiring the Railton Terraplane outside the Buckhorn Bar and Grill in Carterton.
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Rally to Whariti 
Central Hawke’s Bay Branch 

Words and photos Sandra Cross

On Sunday 27 January eight cars from 
our branch set off for Whariti Peak via 
Woodville. 

We had a very pleasant drive through 
Ngahape, Tourere and Maunga Roads 
to Weber and then to the back of 
Dannevirke.

We finally arrived at Fontaine Square, 
Woodville where Bruce Hutton met us to 
give us a briefing on the run up to Whariti 
Peak. Other Vintage car enthusiasts from 
Southern Hawke’s Bay and Manawatu 
joined us here for lunch.

We continued on a steep and at times 
very rough private road to the peak, 
with extensive views all round taking 
in Pahiatua, Woodville and Palmerston 
North. At the top there is a transmitting 
station for radio and television.

There were one or two problems on the 
trip. One car developed radiator problems 
so unfortunately its crew missed out on 

the run up Whariti. However they did get 
home in one piece, thanks to the two lady 
passengers who hopped over wire fences 
to refill their thermoses with water from 
stock water troughs.

Another car did not make it to the 
top because of fuel problems which neces-
sitated help from a 4WD vehicle and 
manpower from club members.

And then there was the car with a 
noisy wheel caused by loose wheel nuts.

However, everyone arrived home safely.

Ngapara Coal-Pit  
VCC Hill Climb
North Otago Branch 

Words Murray Frew, photos Kathleen Perry

This event held on a sealed road was a 
joint competition with Otago Sports Car 
Club.
A chilly start greeted everybody. 
Seventeen cars and drivers entered in the 
VCC section and 21 in the Otago Sports 
Car Club section. The course is 1.48 kms 
long, a chip seal tarmac with a mixture of 

left and right corners.
Competitors came from Invercargill to 
Temuka with three first time vehicles 
from Oamaru. They were a 1968 Datsun 
Bluebird, a 1974 Toyota Corolla KE20 and 
a 1980 Toyota Special single seater.
Single seaters gained the top three places.
The top ten places were all covered by 10 
seconds. All cars stayed on their wheels 
and the only embarrassment was to Jim 
Bennett who ran out of fuel.
Most had four timed runs. Later a special 
prizegiving was held at the Ngapara Rugby 
Clubrooms.
Thanks are due to to Ron Hassell, the 
VCC Steward. 
1 Dave Harris Johnson Formula Ford 1-00-06
2 Murray Frew Chrysler 62 1-00-34
3 Jim Bennett Furi Impulse 1-01-44
Best Presented, Michael Frost, Toyota Corolla KE20

rally snippets

North Otago: Michael Frost’s 1974 Toyota Corolla KE20, Malcolm McMillan’s 
Riley Nine Sports.

North Otago: Ken Wilson  1980 Toyota Special. North Otago: Mervyn Frew, 1979 Porsche 911SC.

Central Hawke’s Bay: Whariti transmitting 
station.
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North Otago: Ken Wilson  1980 Toyota Special. 

Castrol Autumn 
Motorcycle Trial 2013
Wanganui Branch 

Words and photos Doreen Hardy

Ever seen a 1953 Manx Norton in the 
flesh? Nor had I although I have seen 
them in pictures online. I’ve now seen the 
real article as Peter Quilter loaned his to 
Bill James to ride around the old Crofton 
Street circuit in Marton.

The 31 riders who took part in the 2013 
Castrol Autumn Motorcycle Trial met 
at the branch clubrooms before making 
their way to the River City Market to be 
welcomed by Whanganui Mayor Annette 
Main.

The trial took them on a scenic tour 
to Marton before proceeding to the old 
Crofton Street circuit, which was used for 
motorcycle races in the 1950s. The Manx 
Norton led the rest of the field around 
the circuit before all returned safely to the 
clubrooms via the Turakina Valley, Okoia 
and the Number 3 line. 

Vince and Lesley Keats, seen in the 
motorcycle and sidecar in the photograph, 
organised the Sunday ride culminating 
in a visit to John Skelsey’s, where all 
marveled at his room full of memorabilia.

South Otago Branch 
Motorcycle Rally 
South Otago Branch 

Words and photos John Cook

A good number of entries were 
received for our 39th motorcycle rally. 
The motorcyclists travelled to Kaitangata 
and Lakeside Road with a checkpoint at 
Lovalls Flat, the end of the timed section. 
It was very surprising how close times were 
considering some of the motorcycles had 
no mileage recorders.

The touring section went to 
Moneymore and Elliotvale and back onto 
the Central Otago Highway to Lawrence. 
The Vintage Machinery Club hosted them 
with plenty to see and do.

After lunch it was over the hill through 
Tuapeka West. This winding and twisting 

road is always a favourite with motorcy-
clists, offering spectacular views of the 
surrounding countryside. 

Overall winner was Bruce Christie from 
Dunedin on his 1962 Norton 99. Runner 
up was South Otago’s Ian McDonald on a 
Honda 350.

Lake Taupo Rally 2013 
Taupo Branch 

Words and photos Graham Mock

This year’s Taupo Rally was again 
organised by two stalwarts Bruce and 
Trish Jefferies. They were ably assisted by 
Bob Serverne, a keen novice rally setter, 
Val Moore, branch secretary and reporter 
acting again as rally secretary, plus a 
committee of four. 

The 34 out-of-town entries were grate-
fully received but only three local members 
registered. 

The start from the clubrooms went 
immediately into six miles of straight line 
navigation through residential Taupo. This 
was set by another experienced stalwart, 

North Otago: Dave Harris 1st, Jim Bennett 3rd and Murray Frew 2nd with their trophies.

Wanganui: Annette Main chatting to J Hart (Number 26) on his 1975 Norton 850 
Mark 3, whilst the coal fired paddle steamer Waimarie smokes away in the background. 

South Otago: South Otago Rally: Lew Williams, 
Dunedin. 1949 Scott Flying Squirrel.

South Otago: South Otago Rally: Kerry Russell, Southland, 1926 Rudge 
Whitworth.
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Norman Pointon. As an added distrac-
tion several questions were required to be 
answered and the time and distance to the 
start of the rally proper was recorded. The 
straight line sheets were handed in and 
new instructions issued at the Waipahihi 
Hall for the remaining 90 miles. The route 
then headed South to the intersection of 
the new Eastern Taupo Arterial Highway 
and then North and East to Waiotapu, 
via Reporoa. After a visit to the boiling 
mud pools the silent check section started. 
This proceeded up the Waikiti Valley 
and followed a circular route back to the 
clubrooms. An eight mile timed section 
was included. This was a tough test with 
a necessary stop to answer a question a 
hundred yards from the unsighted finish 
point. One entrant got it perfect and more 
were within a minute. Another hidden 
check was at a compulsory stop sign near 
Reporoa. This cost one entrant a placing 
while it cost another with an almost perfect 
score sheet from taking a first placing in 
their section. It was emphasised at the start 
of the rally to obey all road rules.

The Hard Luck Trophy was presented 
to Les Costar who appeared at the start 
marshal on foot with a broken gear stick 
in his hand. The good news is that, thanks 
to Bob Serverne, who just happened to 
have a spare 12/4 gearbox in his shed, by 
nightfall the car was fixed and ready for 
the journey home to Kawerau. 
Results
Vintage
Steve & Joy Growden Whakatane
Post Vintage / War 
Paul & Carol Fussey Cambridge
Post 1960
Ken & Lynne Rowson Napier
Taupo 1st Local 
Brent Davidson & Marty Sutherland

30th Auckland  
Vintage Muster
Auckland Branch 

Words Tracey Winterbottom  
photos John Stokes

On 17 March the 30th Auckland 
Annual Vintage Muster took place. After 
opening the entries last year to all club 
eligible vehicles this year we returned to 
Vintage only and 28 vehicles assembled in 
the Papakura RSA carpark. Unfortunately 
the drought decided to break, and those in 
open cars were decidedly damp before the 
start. The only consolation being that we 
knew Neville and Gill who were starting 
us and were trail car, were going to be even 
wetter by the time they got to lunch. The 
run moved quickly out into rural roads 
with enough to do to keep your wits about 

you. An acute turn in Drury caught more 
than half the field out. In Bombay careful 
following of instructions had us returning 
down a road in the opposite direction to 
get a silent check while others continued 
on not knowing they had gone off course.

Lunch was a chance to dry off and 
then a short afternoon section finished 
at the home of member Roy Sharman 
in Waiuku with a welcome cuppa and a 
chance to wander round Roy’s wonderful 
collection of vehicles, automotive memora-
bilia and two very large traction engines. 
This was a little shorter than the usual 
Muster and although Stephen and I would 
happily rally for a lot longer, with wet 
back seat passengers and nursing a broken 
tooth in the gearbox, the shorter distance 
was quietly welcomed. The run was well 
plotted. It is always more enjoyable to be 
discussing the finer points of an instruc-
tion than looking for answers to questions.

A wide variety of vehicles were out, rear 
wheel brakers Pat and Norm Dewhurst in 
the 1925 Essex roadster, and it was great 
to see Gavin Welch in the 1924 Dodge 
sedan which is seeing the road again after 
many years. Gavin’s mum Joan rallied this 
vehicle a lot in the late ‘60s and ‘70s. It was 
purchased as a truck by Rod Welch in the 
early ‘60s and, after having been restored, a 
genuine Dodge sedan body was found and 
the vehicle returned to the road, motoring 
as a car rather than truck. Roy Sharman 
had his 1924 Fiat 505 tourer out. The 
English were represented with four Austins, 
and a Sunbeam. Second and third genera-
tion members Grant and Brad Williams 
were a last minute entry and then made 
it to the start after a small emergency the 
night before involving a fire extinguisher 
with the ‘27 Chev tourer. Newly joined 
but not new to the branch, Charlotte 
Bovis drove her Mini with Mum Shirley 
navigating. A small maintenance hiccup at 
the last minute meant the Model A had to 
be swapped for the Mini. A smattering of 
Dodge, Chev and Whippet and of course 
the usual convoy of Model As rounded out 
the field.

Results
Slow
1 Gavin Welch and  
 Martin Healey ‘24 Dodge sedan
2 Grant and Bradley Williams ‘27 Chev tourer        
3 Norm and Pat Dewhurst ‘25 Essex roadster

Fast
1 Alf and Rosie Williams ‘31 Chev roadster
2 Russell and 
 Jocelyn McAlpine ‘30  Model A tourer
3 Alan and Shaaran Price ‘30 Chev roadster

Overall Winners
 Alf and Rosie Williams

rally snippets continued

Taupo: PW first. Paul & Carol Fussey, 
Cambridge receive their trophy from Taupo Club 
Captain’s wife Lynne Sutherland

Taupo: Vintage first, Steve & Joy Growden 
Whakatane presented by Lynne Sutherland.

Auckland: 1924 Fiat tourer - Roy Sharman

Auckland:  1924 Dodge - Gavin Welch

Taupo: First place Post 1960 Ken & Lynne 
Rowson Napier presented by Lynne Sutherland..
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Here at Beaded Wheels we are always on the lookout for a good 
article for a future issue and we are now actively seeking more 
contributions. To encourage you to put pen to paper two lucky authors 
per issue will win a coveted limited edition Beaded Wheels cap.  We 
can accept articles in handwriting, typed or completed on a computer 
(any common word-processing programme is okay) and they can 
be posted to: Beaded Wheels, P O Box 13140, Christchurch or email 
beadedwheels@vcc.org.nz 
High resolution digital photos are acceptable if taken using a 
minimum four mega pixel digital camera set at a high resolution.  
Please contact me if you wish to discuss an idea for an article.  Kevin 
Clarkson, Chairman Beaded Wheels Editorial Committee
Phone home 03 385 9821 or email kevin@vcc.org.nz

The lucky winners of the Beaded Wheels caps for this 
issue are Grant Stewart and Don Ammon. Congratulations 
and thanks for your contribution. 

wiN
a limited edition  

beaded wheels cap!

VEHICLES • BIKES • OLD TOOLS  
WORKSHOP MEMORABILIA • CAR BOOKS 
WORKSHOP SPARES • SOME ANTIQUES  

HORSE DRAWN GEAR   
PLUS MUCH, MUCH, MUCH MORE...

Auction
WANGANUI

2013
SEPTEMBER

Some vehicles &  

memorabillia starting with  

NO RESERVE!

www.boydsautobarnau
ction.comFor more information go to
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Paraparaumu, New Zealand
Phone 04 297 1221 • Fax 04 297 0503

email: southward@kapiti.co.nz
www.southwardcarmuseum.co.nz

OPEN 9am - 4.30pm

CLOSED only on Christmas 
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Anzac morning
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More from the recent National 
Motorcycle Rally. Dave Mayhew sent 
in a report on the whole event and 
rather than repeat ground covered last 
issue we thought it was best to give 
readers one of the more entertaining 
excerpts of Dave’s National Rally 
experience.

An interesting incident which occured 
in Dargaville is worth relating: I had just 
arrived and stopped at a T intersection 
with the intention of turning left, the 
road was sloping back and had a very 
steep camber necessitating my hand brake 

to be held on whilst I kept some revs on 
against a fiercely dragging clutch while 
desperately trying to lift my gear lever out 
of second gear. But the gearbox, obviously 
in a disagreeable mood, was reluctant to 
let me have my way. The other traffic was 
impatiently queueing up behind me and 
in a half-hearted attempt to pull away 
in second the engine stalled, whereupon 
with a hefty five and a half gallons in 
the tank my left leg decided “this was no 
holiday” and went on strike so I fell over. 

Nobody cheered; nobody clapped; 
nobody laughed; they didn’t even toot 
their horns; it was almost as if the entire 
populace of Dargaville collectively held 
their breath and wondered if this old man 

lying in the gutter made a habit of 
behaving in this manner. I gingerly extri-
cated myself from underneath the bike 
carefully avoiding the ever increasing 
puddle of black oil pouring out of the 
dipstick hole and my lifeblood petrol 
peeing out of the little hole where air was 
supposed to be going in, stood myself and 
the bike up; nonchalantly cocked my leg 
over the saddle; started it first kick; 
“snicked” it into 1st – you gotta believe it 
– and took off with a hiss and a roar so 
that all of Dargaville could breathe again. 
My sides are still aching from the laughter.

 
BW

Words Dave Mayhew.  
Photographs Norm Lawrence and  
Dave Mayhew.

A hiss and  
a roar   
 …almost
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The life of our 15/6 began in Engand 
in 1935. It was first purchased by 
Mr James Beaufort, who on 21 

May 1935, emigrated together with his 
car, to New Zealand where he became 
the headmaster of St Peter’s School, 
Cambridge.

As he found the 15/6 was too big for 
his needs, Mr Beaufort sold it in March 
1936 to W Souter & Co, a Morris agent in 
Cambridge, and bought a Morris 12.

Subsequently my father, John Charles 
Wiseman, purchased the car from W 
Souter & Co on 19 March 1936. The 
speedo showed 12,360 miles. 

Dad owned a dairy farm near 
Cambridge and drove the car four miles 
to do weekly shopping and to go to the 
Fencourt Methodist church on a Sunday. 
For his annual holiday he drove the family 
to the Thames coast, placing the luggage 
on the carrier at the rear of the car.

The furthest journey taken by the 15/6 
was when my brother used it to go to 
Wellington on his honeymoon in 1938. 
His bride wiped the windscreen with her 

hand, scratching it with her engagement 
ring (the scratches are still there).

A tree once came down on the car shed. 
The trunk ended up on the passenger side 
mudguard, flattening it onto the wheel 
and pushing the wheel down into the 
ground. The panel beaters had a hard job 
to straighten it out because of the heavy 
metal – not like the jam tins of today.

Because of ill health my Dad was not 
allowed to drive any more so the car was 
put on blocks in the shed in case he was 
tempted to use it. After his death in 1967 
the car was valued at £50 so I bought it 
from the estate.

Having been on blocks for a period 
of time, the cork clutch had frozen. I 
would put the car into gear and drive 
around on Wiseman Road – quite an art 
in changing gear without the clutch! It 
finally freed and the car was reregistered 
on 16 November 1967. While it was stored 
mice nested in the hood lining. This was 
replaced together with new carpets.

As well as using the car for weddings, 
including that of our granddaughter and 

grandson, many rallies and Double Fifties 
were enjoyed until we retired from the 
farm and moved to the Thames coast in 
1995. The 15/6 is driven to Thames for an 
outing occasionally and sometimes we join 
the local group on their rallies.

The 15/6 has a 1932cc engine and is 
rather underpowered as in England it was 
taxed on its horsepower rating. It had 
new rings at 60,000 miles and has had 
a few valve grinds, recorked clutch, two 
paint jobs and the fabric top replaced. 
The water pump and master cylinder 
have been modified to take modern parts 
and to be more efficient. The passenger 
side headlight has the original dipping 
arrangement with the reflector dropping 
down when meeting another car. The 
other headlight has a double filament bulb 
for dipping.

For safety reasons, blinking lights have 
been fitted to replace the trafficators. We 
feel it has been a privilege to own a car 
that has been in the family for 76 years 
and eventually it will be passed on to our 
son, Bruce.   BW

A £50 MORRIS
Words and photo C E Wiseman

This Morris holds pride 

of place in the Wiseman 

family and has done 

since 1936.
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Frank Metcalfe, our Two Wheels and other things columnist, invited me up to 

his place in rural Blenheim to have a look at his bikes and maybe do a Behind 

The Wheel article on one of them. This fitted in with my plans to travel north to 

attend the National Motorcycle Rally in Northland during February 2013 so I took 

advantage of the opportunity. Frank and I went for a gallop on a couple of his 

bikes; a Norton 650 which Frank rode and I trundled along on his 1951 AJS 18S 

which he has named Steed. 

Frank tells me that it is named 
after the dark suited and refined 
gentleman of the same name from 

the ‘60s TV series The Avengers. Well I 
can agree that the bike is dark suited in its 
black livery, but refined? Not so sure that 
this is the best description but it certainly 
is appealing!

Back in the post-war years most English 
manufacturers made motorcycles that 
were suited to the needs of the day. This 
included such things as simplicity,  hence 
the proliferation of single cylinder, low 
cost, economical to run machines and, 
probably most importantly, able to be 
serviced and maintained by the owner 

and/or mechanically inclined friends. 
There’s something to be said for a simple 
classic British thumper, and they don’t 
get much more simple than the AJS 18S. 
Actually it is worth pointing out that the 
home maintenance mentioned above did 
not always lead to a happy outcome and 
those of us who were around then will 
remember the many bodge ups, damaged 
fittings and oil leaks caused by enthusi-
astic but unskilled repairers. 

In 1931 The AJS and Matchless brands 
were joined together in one company, 
Associated Motor Cycles (AMC), and 
by the time the subject AJS came along 
badge engineering was rife whereby two 

almost identical bikes, AJS 18S and 
Matchless G80, enjoyed a different brand 
and model name. This was also true of 
other English makes of the day as the 
motorcycle manufacturers struggled to find 
some profitability and sustainability before 
finally sinking into a mire of self destruc-
tion in the late ‘60s and early ‘70s. The 
AJS 18S models were made from 1945 to 
1966 and this was the end of the line for 
these big singles as AMC merged with 
Norton and production was concentrated 
on twins from then on. 

Frank’s bike had a troubled past, 
outlined in his column in Beaded Wheels 
314, prior to his brother purchasing 
it in 1968 to use for transport around 
Dunedin. However, after some work it 
provided reliable transport for some years 
until being placed in storage in 1988 
while some tidying up work was done over 
the next few years, including chroming 
and painting. Subsequently Frank’s wife, 
Di, purchased and presented the bike to 
Frank for a birthday present in 2002 thus 
ensuring that the bike remained in the 

BEHIND THE WHEEL

1951 AJS 18S 500cc
Words and photos Kevin Clarkson
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same family since 1968. Since then the 
mechanicals have also been restored and 
other parts refreshed, resulting in a good 
looking and well prepared machine. 

I used to have a similar bike many 
years ago and the starting ritual came 
back to me easily as I sat astride the 
machine for the first time. A couple of 
kicks and it throbbed into life with a 
steady idle indicating that the carburettor 
and ignition settings were spot on and 
that maintenance was well up to speed. 
Frank had mapped out a delightful course 
for us, mainly on rural roads, surrounded 
by vineyards, and with some occasional 
curves to keep the attention level up 
during the 30 or so miles we covered. 

Frank had set the bike up well so 
I immediately felt at home on it. The 
hand and foot levers were in the right 
place for me and the clutch was smooth 
and progressive with a light pull. The 
gear change was very smooth, silent and 
operated faultlessly. In their day these 
bikes had no major steering or handling 
faults and handled the speeds expected of 

them with few problems. This bike was no 
exception and it just got on with the job. 
Braking was adequate for the day and even 
today in modern traffic was still doing 
the job but, as always, good planning, 
defensive riding and not following too 
close is the mantra for safety. With only 
about 28 horsepower available power 
delivery was muted but smooth and linear. 
Once in top gear of the four speeds there 
was a bit of a tingle from the engine at 
45 mph, this had gone by 50 mph and 
from 55 to 60 mph the engine was very 
smooth and felt as though it would cruise 
all day at that speed. All in all this is 
a sound honest bike that provided the 
rider from the past with an economical 
means of everyday transport and is one 
of the reasons so many of these bikes sold 
during the ‘50s and ‘60s and also why so 
many are still being used today on Vintage 
bike runs. I expect that this machine 
will spend considerably more time in the 
Metcalfe family, given that it has already 
spent so much time there and its history 
and maintenance record is well known.

This model of AJS/Matchless is not 
exotic, it is not even rare, but it was part 
of the backbone of motorcycle transport 
in England and the colonies, including 
New Zealand, during the ‘50s and so 
thoroughly deserves its place in history 
and in the pages of Beaded Wheels.

 BW

Single cylinder with a capacity of 498cc
Bore of 82.5mm and stroke of 93mm
Compression ratio  7.24:1
28 bhp at 5600 rpm
Gearbox 4 speed
Weight 386 lbs
Wheelbase 55” (140cm)
Height 30” (76 cm)
Fuel tank capacity 3 gallons
Fuel consumption 55 mpg
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Numbering 123 members at last 

count, the Waitemata Branch is among 

the 10 or so smallest in New Zealand. 

Founded on the premise that Vintage 

motoring activity was tending to get 

a bit trundly, Waitemata has always 

scorned parades and displays in favour 

of real motoring in the form of speed 

events and hairy-chested long-distance 

mid-winter rallying, with a side 

emphasis on gustation.

Having said that, branch members 
are still trying to work out how 
to react to the news that their 

display of three prewar supercharged MGs 
won the Gary McCrystal Memorial Trophy 
for Chairman’s Choice at last February’s 
Ellerslie Intermarque Concours d’Elegance. 

As a small branch, Waitemata relies 
heavily on the enthusiasm of its members 
for organising events. That’s no problem 
for the regular drive-and-dines, or even the 
annual winter R’Oil Can Rally for strictly 
top-down motorists, all of which can be 
done by individuals and small teams of 
volunteers. 

Speed events fall into an entirely 
different category however, with their 
reliance on rules and the need for marshals 
to work en masse despite the fact that 
most members would rather be enjoying 
themselves competing. Waitemata’s main 
annual speed event has always been the 
Chelsea Walsh Hillclimb, well covered in 
these pages in the past. Combined with 

the R’Oil Can, that makes up the branch’s 
appeal to its more sporting members — 
which is the great majority of them.

Added to that is now a full-size race 
meeting. The progression from drive-and-
dine through hillclimb to a two-day event at 
a full-size track, attracting a field of dozens 
of disparate cars and some classic motorcy-
cles, is truly staggering given the size of the 
organising club. But thanks to the vision, 
dedication and, let’s face it, organisational 
capability (read non-negotiable “volun-
teering”) of a core team of very hard and 
indefatigable workers, Waitemata Branch’s 
third annual Roycroft Trophy meeting at 
Hampton Downs was a success.

That’s not to deny some difficulties 
had to be overcome. The original planned 
date was hijacked by V8 modern things 
needing a full supply of flag marshals, so 
the Roycroft event had to be held during 
Easter weekend with its myriad other calls 
on people’s leisure and family time. Added 
to that was the Easter official opening of 
Tony Quinn’s new Highlands Motorsport 
Park at Cromwell, enticing a number 
of confirmed and potential Roycroft 

Out of scale
Words and photos by John King

You’d keep a careful eye out astern with that thing thundering up behind you, too! Don Suckling aboard the 1950 GCS passes Neil Moore in his 1951 Jowett 
Jupiter.

Sidelined by teething troubles on this, its first outing 
since rebuild, the 1950 RA Vanguard attracts early-
morning attention in the paddock.
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Rosemary Pearson, driving that most rare New Zealand Riley (number 28), a genuine 9hp Lynx, gives 
John Hancock in his 1933 MG K1 plenty of room.

The Northland Special has been through a number of permutations, all of them worth watching. Fred 
Courtney stirs the Jaguar pot.

Trophy entrants from both North and 
South Islands, so it’s little wonder that 
the Hampton Downs entry list was down 
slightly.

Nevertheless the quality was there. 
Star of the show and special invited guest 
was the Southward Car Museum’s 1915 
ex-Indianapolis Stutz White Squadron 
Racer, driven by museum staff member 
John Bellamore. Circulating in stately and 
non-threatening fashion, the Stutz defined 
the word “sonorous” with its slow-revving, 
deep-breathing 4,851cc four-cylinder 
engine.

At the extreme opposite end of the 
age, noise and performance scale was 
Walter Findley’s 1959 Elva Formula Junior 
powered by a two-stroke DKW. Apart 
from the classic bikes and sidecars which 
ran their own demonstrations — not 
races — the entry was split into pre-1945 
and pre-1961 cars. VCC members were 
joined by those of the Historic Racing & 
Sports Car Club driving acceptable cars 
and resulting in a most interesting mix of 
appearance and performance. He may be getting passed by the fastest car on the track, Ralph Smith of Dunedin’s 1955 Lycoming 

Special (22), but Rex Bentham in his 1958 Jaguar XK150 is certainly no sluggard.
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What’s open-wheeled, old, has four cylinders and is painted cream and red? Ryan McDonald’s 1923 
Chevrolet 490 and the Southward Car Museum’s 1915 Stutz (5) share a certain similarity in style.

A scant few minutes after the end of the last race, for 
the Roycroft Trophy, won by Lawrie Poolman in his 
1931 MG C Type (foreground), the heavens open.

The Brough Superior is not a common sight these 
days, but it certainly sounds nice.

No fewer than five Bucklers showed their 
considerable paces. Peter Benbrook drives Graeme 
Bank’s 1950 Mk 5 with verve into the hairpin.

The Ransley Riley Mk I is seeing plenty of appropriate action in the hands of Ramon Farmer of Christchurch. 
Below:  Look behind you! Michael Stuart (1931 Austin 7 EA Sports, racing number 3) and Gerald 
Watson (1932 Riley 9 special) are about to be overwhelmed by David Brock-Jest in his 1938 Lagonda V12 
Le Mans replica.
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Particularly pleasing was the number 
of historic New Zealand specials being 
punted with considerable verve. Fastest 
of them all, at 1:22.51 for the 2.8 km of 
Hampton Downs, was Dunedin’s Ralph 
Smith in arguably the most successful 
locally developed racing car of them all, 
the 1955 Ralph Watson Lycoming Special. 
Second fastest New Zealand special, 
some 12 seconds slower in fastest lap 
but competing among the prewar types, 
was Ramon Farmer’s Ransley Riley Mk 
I from Christchurch, not too far ahead 
of Don Suckling in the Ford V8-powered 
1950 GCS. The reappearance of the 1950 
Hec Green RA Vanguard in the hands 
of Richard Anderson was welcome, but 
teething troubles on its first post-rebuild 
outing kept it (mostly) immobile.

The wide disparity of speeds caused 
some comment from the more experi-
enced drivers, but as long as they treated 
everybody else as novices there seemed to 
be few major problems. Vintage drivers, 
for example, reported no trouble seeing 
the bulk of David Brock-Jest’s 1938 V12 
Lagonda Le Mans replica looming up 
behind them and, with a fastest lap of 

1:32.55, rapidly disappearing into the 
distance.

The one clearance problem, and the 
sole example of bent metal, led to a 
premature ending of the last and feature 
race, a planned 10-lap handicap event for 
the Roycroft Trophy (originally the Ryal 
Bush Cup won by Ron Roycroft at the 
1956 Southland Road Race and donated by 
his son Terry for the occasion). Lawrence 
Poolman, who happened to be in the lead 
at the time, thus finished the weekend 
with silverware to add to his one-third of 
that concours McCrystal Trophy.

Mind you, a full-length race would have 
risked ending everything in the downpour 
that arrived shortly after the end of play. 
While Auckland not far to the north 
had (welcome) showers during Easter, the 
weather at Hampton Downs stayed dry 
and perfect for motor racing.

As New Zealand’s only racing circuit 
not built on perfectly flat land, Hampton 
Downs’ undulating circuit is popular 
with all drivers, and Waitemata Branch’s 
Roycroft Trophy Meeting is now firmly 
established on the sporting Vintage and 
historic car competition calendar. There’s 
room for development in numbers and 

static display of appropriate cars, and 
already the date of 8–9 March 2014 
has been booked for the fourth in this 
excellent series. 

 
BW

Terry Roycroft
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The 1907 Wolseley Siddeley owned by 
Alan Roberts of Canterbury was out for 
the first time recently after a comprehen-
sive rebuild. It needs a new hood and some 
small tasks are still to be completed but is 
a very impressive vehicle none the less. 

Originally this was a factory Irish 
Reliability trial car that was bought by 
Hawkes of Christchurch who used it as a 
trials car in NZ, reputedly racing against 
Old Blue the 1908 Vauxhall driven by 
the late Jack Newell. The motor ended 
up in the hands of Ron Duckworth and 
other parts with Ian Williams. Gradually 
other parts were located and the major 
components, although corroded, were 
able to be identified as coming from 
the same vehicle. With help from the 
great Vintage Car Club network a good 
stash of parts were located both in Bulls 
and Marton where a treasure trove of 
brass knick-knacks were found hanging 
in a farmer’s barn. Unfortunately, as so 
often happened, a chassis had been used 
to build a bridge but the steering box, 
converted and fitted to a Rugby truck used 
for feeding stock, was eventually located. 
The full restoration has continued over 
30 years and partly through ill health and 
partly because of earthquake fall-out Alan 
reluctantly decided to part with the car. 
The vehicle has now been sold to a VCC 
member so will remain in New Zealand.

Alan related to me the story told him 
by the farmer from Marton. After the 
war he attended a sale of decommissioned 
airforce planes at Ohakea where he and 

his brother purchased a Hurricane and a 
Spitfire for £25 each. On the farm they 
used to fill the tanks (with rebate fuel I 
imagine) and race down the hill getting 
enough lift off to clear the fence and 
continue up the other side. One of the 
planes now rests at MOTAT and the other 
is overseas. 

Many have admired the 1911 Ford 
T Tourer owned by Paul Herron from 
Gore. Although it’s been around for a 
while it always looks like it has just come 
off the assembly line. I asked Paul what 
its background was. He told me that 
sometime in the early ‘60s Frank Robson, 
a foundation member of the Gore Branch 
who was a contractor with a drag line, was 
having his lunch beside a farmer’s shearing 
shed and noticed a Model T engine block 
being used as a bed for grinding shearing 
blades. On closer inspection he noticed it 
was an early open valve engine used only 
in the first two years and three months of 
Model T production. A swap with a more 
common ‘20s block and Frank was on the 
way with his brass T restoration project. 
While being used as a wedding car a diff to 
match the engine was found. The chassis 
was found as a farm bridge structure and 
after several years of 
locating and trading 
the car became 
more complete. 
Frank built the body 
himself using Barry 
Lyon’s, then from 
Invercargill, original 
1911 Model T as a 
pattern. The car’s 
first rally was the 
Southland Branch 
Riverton Rally in 
1977 and was used 
regularly from then 
on.

In 1989 Frank died 
suddenly and having 

had an interest in his Model Ts Paul was 
offered an option to purchase the 1911. 
Although he had just bought his first 
house the offer was too good to pass up. 
His first job was to have a hood fitted 
in Christchurch, the timing was good as 
it coincided with the 1990 Canterbury 
Veteran Rally and this was it’s first rally 
under Paul’s ownership. After taking part 
in 23 rallies, loose wheels put it off the 
road and a decision was made to restore 
the car to the high standard that we see 
today in time for the 1996 VCC 50th 
Anniversary Rally in Christchurch.

Many of you will have known the late 
Ken Woodhead and the little 1915 10hp 
Humber that he purchased years ago 
from the late Hugh Foster. Fittingly the 
Humber is now at Terrace Downs Station 
in Hororata in the hands of Hugh’s family 
and was on a rally recently driven by 
Hugh’s grandson. 

Kelvin and Janet Love from Timaru 
had their 1910 Reo, once owned by 
Murray Low of Levin, out on the South 
Island Easter Rally. An informant has told 
me of a keen Veteran car owner from the 
South Canterbury Branch who had the 
misfortune to find himself incarcerated 
in his local branch parts shed. So intent 
was he on sorting through parts, or was 
he so overcome with excitement, that he 
didn’t hear the siren warning that the 
doors were about to close. Luckily another 
member heard his shouts and saved him 
from a long cold night. One can only hope 
he found what he was looking for and his 
adventure was not all for nothing. 

A little bit of news for the motor cycle 
fraternity and another find at a swap meet. 
The 1915 Ariel owned by Kelvin Merrin 

1907 Wolseley restored by Alan Roberts.

Diane Ross 
38 Keenans Road 
RD 2, Ashburton 
randross@kinect.co.nz

brass notes

Janet Love with their 1910 Reo.

Paul & Lynette Herron’s 1911  Ford T Tourer.
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of Christchurch is slowly being resurrected. 
It was a ‘heap of bits’ that had been owned 
by an elderly gentleman for 20 years when 
Kelvin found it about seven years ago. 
Purely a case of being in the right place at 
the right time. A lot of the internal motor 
parts were missing so Kelvin has had to 
manufacture them. He has been able to 
source information from a similar machine 
that is on the road in Invercargill. The 
bike was recently cobbled together to be 
displayed for a charity event held at the 
Papanui Working Men’s Club. 

There were two Darracqs on the Easter 
Rally, Eric Robins was in the 1906 and 
Alan Hawke drove his 1908 model. Alan 
did a comprehensive rebuild to put his car 
back on the road in 2000. He doesn’t have 
a lot of history on the vehicle but it was in 
the Lake Hawea area in the ‘50s. Getting 
the car was a matter of luck, Alan saw it 
on a Swap Meet site being looked after 
by two ladies. He went home thinking 
about it and found out that it was owned 
by a neighbour of the ladies and was still 
available. The rest is history. 

John Chynoweth continues to work on 
his 1917 Buick truck. The front guards 
are almost done and the motor has been 
running, although some adjustments are 
needed to improve the starting. 

As a matter of interest the South 
Canterbury Branch has a photograph 
dated 1910 of an early Darracq being used 

as a wedding car outside St Mary’s Church 
in Timaru. Has anyone any further infor-
mation about the car? 

Those of you with a discerning eye 
will have noticed that two of the photo 
captions in the last issue were transposed. 
The top right photo was of course Simon 
Henderson’s Ford T and the bottom right 
Bruce Milne’s Buick. 

A reminder to mark the 19–23 March 
on next year’s calendar for the National 
Veteran Rally to be based at Te Awamutu. 
The committee are pulling out all stops to 
make this an event not to be missed. They 
are presently trying to broker a deal with 
Toll to bring cars from Riccarton in 
Christchurch to Onehunga in Auckland 
on the Auto Express at a cost of $500 plus 
GST. Owners could get a cheap flight 
through to Auckland where a small team 
of Veteran owners would manage Toll 
unloading the cars and pick up the owners 
from the Auckland airport on arrival. 
Storage and trailers to transport more 
fragile vehicles to Te Awamutu can be 
arranged. The Toll service is drive on, 
drive off and fully enclosed. All accommo-
dation in the Te Awamutu area has been 
block booked for the rally. All accommo-
dation enquiries/bookings should be 
addressed to Claire or Lynne at the Te 
Awamutu i-Site at ta.info@xtra.org.nz      
or phone 07 871 3259.

 
BW

Why buy

Beaded Wheels  

– when you can 
get it for free*

Membership fees vary from branch to branch
www.vcc.org.nz | phone 03 366 4461 | admin@

vcc.org.nz

Join us today - we have over 35 
branches and over 8,000 members 

throughout  New Zealand

*When you join the 
Vintage Car Club you 

will receive each issue of 
Beaded Wheels delivered 
to your letterbox as part 

of your membership

Joining the Vintage Car Club costs 
little more than you have been 

paying for this magazine and yet 
you receive all the other benefits 
of belonging to our great club 

including free advertising in this 
magazine. 

The Vintage Car Club Of NZ (Inc) 
caters for all motor vehicles that 
are over 30 years old but it is not 
a requirement to own an eligible 
vehicle in order to be a member.

Our website www.vcc.org.nz has 
membership application forms 

and branch details. Contact your 
local branch for more information, 

addresses are listed inside the 
front cover of this issue.

John Chynoweths truck on a trial run.

John Chynoweth’s 1917 Buick truck.

Alan Hawke’s 1908 Darracq.
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nothing needs doing. There have of course 
been many occasions when the regular 
check has revealed a missing nut and, 
most commonly, nuts that are working 
themselves loose. Why things come 
loose is something of a mystery to me; 
age, vibration, worn thread are no doubt 
contributors but sometimes I think it is 
simply a case of sheer bloody mindedness 
on the part of the offending fixing.

 I have got in to the habit of using 
‘down time’ over the Christmas holiday 
period for extended maintenance on the 
old bikes. There are times during the 
heat of summer when climbing into ones 
motorcycle gear for the sake of a pleasure 
cruise is not very appealing and it’s this 
time that takes me to the shed. While the 
shed can get far too hot for comfort I have 
recently been able to smuggle a perfectly 
good but rather tatty portable fan from 
house to shed. Very acceptable.

This past Christmas break it was the 
turn of Steed to spend a bit of time on 
the hoist. I was prompted by signs of oil 
seepage from around the rocker cover and 
decided that it was time to remove the 
petrol tank and give the top chunk of the 
motor a check over. No problems there 
apart from the need to nip up all the 
rocker cover bolts and the oil union that 
carries oil from the crankcase to the top 
end. More complicated was the discovery 
of an engine mounting bolt, crankcase to 
frame, that had got tired of its task. I was 
actually aware that this particular bolt 
was a bit weary but it had always done up 
firmly and because it was one of the most 
difficult to access I had followed the line 
‘if it ain’t broke don’t fix it’. But time had 
expired, the thread had given out and I 
had to invent ways to remove the bolt and, 
more importantly, find and fit a replace-
ment. The removal task became more and 
more complicated and I was looking at the 
possibility having to remove the whole 

drive side; chain 
case, chains, clutch, 
sprockets etc just 
to get at a damaged 
bolt. However 
ingenuity won out; 
a piece of hacksaw 
blade, a contorted 
and very uncomfort-
able position and 
a period of blind 
hacking in behind 
the chain case 
finally separated the 
head of the bolt from 
the stripped thread 
shaft and enabled me 

to tap the ruined remainder through to 
the timing side and extract it. Because 
I never throw away any old part that 
might have a future life I was able to quite 
quickly dig out a couple of usable replace-
ments, the right length and threaded at 
both ends, but they weren’t quite right. To 
ensure a proper fit I needed a bolt with a 
relatively flat head threaded at one end 
only. Nestled in a corner of the shed sits 
a complete spare motor and much to my 
surprise, and relief, it yielded the exact 
replacement part needed, complete with 
perfect thread.  A task that started out 
looking rather complicated was completed 
with ease and Steed was back in good 
operating shape.

The Norton Mercury hasn’t had 
anything fall off as yet but I did decide that 
I really wanted to do something about the 
zener diode, an original fitting that looked 
just plain ugly mounted just forward of the 
motor to catch the cooling breeze. Being 
largely clueless about electrical things I 
consulted good friend Murray McLean 
who told me what I needed was a 12 volt 
regulator/rectifier which was a relatively 
simple exchange for the existing rectifier 
and the ugly zener thing. I ordered one 
from British Spares and it arrived within 
a couple of days. I did expect that I would 
need some electrical assistance to wire up 
this new toy but as it happened the whole 
exercise turned out to be very straight 
forward. There were two reasons for such 
simplicity:    
1. The accompanying instructions were 

complete and clear. For example, 
(and I love this) “Locate and remove 
the old rectifier…and then (‘Hint: 
it’s black and has three fins’) Now 
that’s what I call helpful because in 
truth I was not really sure what the 
rectifier looked like. Additionally 
the instructions stated quite clearly 
which colour wire of the existing 
loom should now connect to the 
new part.

2. Thankfully the wiring on my 
Norton has never been mucked 
around with, as is frequently the case 
on old machines, and apart from a 
bit of discolouration I could actually 
identify the colours referred to in the 
instructions and check those colours 
against the wiring diagram in my 
Haynes Workshop manual.
So job done with relative ease and, 

surprisingly, when I fired the machine up 
the ammeter showed a charge, all electrical 
items obeyed commands and the new item 
is tucked away out of sight but well placed 
to get a stream of cooling air across it.

For some inexplicable reason the nuts 
and bolts that hold old things together 
have a peculiar and annoying habit of 
losing their grip and, worse, parting 
company with the bits they are attached 
to at odd and inconvenient moments. I 
am sure it has happened to all old vehicle 
owners; the all too common experience 
of arriving at journey’s end, or somewhere 
in between, and finding that something 
that was firmly attached upon departure 
is no longer attached. I recall many years 
ago when riding my old Matchless single 
on a journey between Taumarunui and 
Wellington I looked down to see that the 
whole front mudguard was about to part 
company with the machine and would 
no doubt have got itself entangled with 
the front wheel. I saved the day by going 
round the bike and removing the odd 
nut and bolt which I could probably do 
without for a while and using the accumu-
lated ‘spares’ to re attach the front guard. 
The lesson from that was ‘spend more 
time on maintenance’ and I have ever 
since been much more conscious of the 
need to carry out regular checks. It’s not 
as though one is actually doing anything, 
but rather the need to make sure that 

Frank Metcalfe

two wheels  
and other things

This time we are back to two wheel 

transport; nothing particularly exciting 

I don’t think, but an update on my 

motorcycle comings and goings over 

the past few months. 

1969 650 Norton Mercury.
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Some readers will be aware via other 
publications that I recently sold my Norton 
N15CS, (Beaded Wheels No 305). Sold not 
because I had run out of love for it but 
because my budget and ownership rule 
requires that if I want another machine 
then one has to go to fund or assist with 
the funding of another.

I very much enjoyed the restoration of 
the N15 and the subsequent years of riding 
but time marches on and there remains a 
list of ‘I’d really like to own one of them’ 
machines; a sort of motorcycle bucket list. 
And so the Norton has gone to a new local 
owner and I am still working on what’s 
next. There will be a next and I sense it 
isn’t far away.

I have always been a fan of the 
MotoGuzzi, particularly the seventies and 
eighties range, the V7 followed by the 
timeless and desirable Le Mans series. It 
was that infatuation that prompted me to 
make time in a recent trip to Auckland to 
check out the offerings at Webb’s annual 
classic motorcycle auction. I wouldn’t 
normally have bothered but I was going 
to be in Auckland and there was on the 
list a 1976 MotoGuzzi Le Mans Mk1; the 
model that I believe is the best of the 
Le Mans series. I wasn’t able to attend 
on the set down viewing days but a very 
accommodating Webb’s organisation set 
aside some time for me and even asked 
which bikes I most wanted to see so they 
could be made available. I was met by 
Managing Director Neil Campbell and 
given great access to poke about at will. 
The Le Mans MotoGuzzi had my name on 
it; (wishful thinking) it was in very nice 
condition and I reckoned the price expec-
tation looked about right. Being, these 
days, very particular about origin I had 
done my homework on frame and engine 
numbers and was able to establish that 
this particular machine was among the 
earliest produced. Elsewhere in the auction 
list I was taken by a number of Velocettes 
although it has to be said their condition 
was at best average. There was a restor-
able, and seemingly unmolested, Venom 
and that, for me, would have been the pick 
of that bunch, although if budget didn’t 
count the Thruxton had to be the choice 
of the Velos . But more exciting to me was 
the really great looking 1973 MotoGuzzi 
V7 Sport or perhaps the Vincent Rapide. 
There was too a trio of very appealing 
BMWs. A pair of R50s, one absolutely 
concours and beautiful, and a very very 
nice 1969 R69. There was a truck load of 
Triumphs, mostly Bonnevilles, but as I 
have never been seduced by the Triumph 
badge I didn’t look too hard.

Overall an entertaining and appealing 
selection and I really enjoyed the time 
spent poking about. One thing to note: 
The catalogue produced a set of brilliant 
photographs, each machine looking 
pristine, concours even, but the reality was 
that they were not. I thought the condition 
of most as little better that average. Sure a 
few were truly lovely but the rest, ordinary. 
The lesson to the would be buyer, ‘don’t be 
seduced by the shiny pic in the catalogue’. 
As to the actual auction; I wish I could 
report on sales and prices but my requests 
to Webbs for that information have not 
been succesful. I did though try as a phone 
bidder to secure the MotoGuzzi Le Mans 
but I stuck to my limit and had to let it 
go even though the final hammer was 
very close, but that was because I dropped 
out. I was, too, very conscious of the 15%, 
plus GST, buyers premium which obviously 
hikes the price rather noticeably

To wrap up this edition a wish fulfilled 
during the summer. Like many other fans 
of ‘old stuff’ I have a list in my head of the 
fabulous and famous aircraft that I would 
love to see. Right up there on that list has 
always been the De Havilland Mosquito, a 
totally compelling creation powered by a 
pair of the greatest aero engines ever built. 
When the word got out that the Mosquito, 
restored in New Zealand and finally back 
in the air, would make its final NZ appear-
ance at this year’s Wairarapa Air Show 
I knew I had to see it. What a fabulous 
machine it is: It is beautiful to look at, so 
well balanced in every respect, delicate 
almost; and to watch it fly and listen to 
those two magnificent Merlins going about 
their work was a truly emotional experi-
ence. And then to watch it perform with 
a pair of Vampires and the Venom, totally 
brilliant; a sight that one will possibly 
never see again anywhere. That aeroplane 
is magnificent.

Last thing: The space in my shed has 
been filled by a BMW; a 1986 R80 RT. Yes 
it’s not very old but coming out of a nicely 
executed ‘do up’ and excellent repaint it 
was irresistible and I’ll look forward to 
some comfortable cruising. BW

LUCAS CLASSIC 

TYRES
2850 Temple Ave.,Long Beach, CA 90806 USA

20 MINUTES FROM
LOS ANGELES AIRPORT, USA
1-562-595-6721

www.lucasclassictires.com

BEST
PRICES!
200 Sizes
15 Brands
We Ship

Worldwide
FREE

CATALOG 
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HORSELESSAUTO.COM

SPECIALISING IN FINE AUTOMOBILES

Vehicle Location Service
Pre Purchase Inspection
Consulting & Appraisals

Exporting Service
Hershey AACA Swap Meet Tour Oct 2012

Auction Service
Brokering

Parts location service
Shipping- Transportation service

Contact Robert Benge VCCNZ Member
Email horselessauto@gmail.com 

PH 001 646 266 2245 
New York USA

CAST IRON 
WELDING

Powder Spray Process, 
Cylinder Heads, Manifolds,  

Cooling Fins, Castings,  
Mechanical Repairs & Rebuilds

THOMAS ROWE 
MOTORING  

ENGINEER ltd
No. 6 R.D. 

Palmerston North 
Phone 06 324-8707
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Desmond Ross Moore Taranaki

In September 1962 Des was asked by 
Colin Kirkby, Club Captain of the newly 
formed Taranaki Branch, if he would 
organise their 1963 Easter rally, the 
first rally that the branch was to hold. 
Following the rally the Moores joined the 
Club in July 1963.

Des was elected to committee in 1964 
and secretary and newsletter editor in 
1965. He also stored the branch’s spare 
parts at his farm on Carrington Road. 
Des was secretary until 1968 when he was 
elected chairman. 

Des was rally organiser for the second 
Maunga-Moana Rally and was involved 
with several subsequent Maunga-Moanas. 

In 1969 he stepped down from the 
chairman’s position to take charge of the 
1970 New Zealand National Easter Rally. 
This was the last New Zealand Easter 
Rally as they were split into North and 
South Island Easter Rallies thereafter.

Des served as secretary again in 1978 
and was chairman of the 21st Birthday 
celebrations of the Branch in 1983.

Des and the late Colleen competed 
in a large number of inter branch rallies 
including many Club Captain tours. 

Alan Roberts Banks Peninsula
Alan has gathered many cars over the 

years. His first Veteran Wolseley was built 
up from spares from Ron Duckworth’s 
similar car.

His car collection has continued to 
grow and currently contains a 1920 Fiat 
501 with Silvani ohv cylinder head, a 1930 
Sunbeam Saloon owned over 25 years, a 
1924 Vauxhall Wensum sports and a 1907 
Wolseley Siddeley, almost completed.

Alan has helped many fellow Vintage 
motorists with his engineering repairs 
and parts, keeping many cars on the road. 
There are many Fiat 501s on the road with 
his modifications resulting in improved 
performances, both in New Zealand and 
overseas. Alan has served on the Banks 
Peninsula committee for the last two years 
and also several terms in the past.

David Bruce Marlborough
David’s first car was a 1923 Buick 4 

Roadster which he took on the 1965 Haast 
Rally. This was followed by several Model 
As. In 1962 he acquired a 1925 Rover 14/45 
roadster requiring restoration and this was 

completed for the 1972 International Rally 
at Nelson. 

In 1963 David was on the trail of 1905 
Rover in Blenheim. After many years 
and a lot of help from fellow Vintage 
car enthusiasts the car was finished in 
November 1979 and took part in the 1980 
International Rally at Rotorua. The car is 
still in good running order today.

Other cars have included two RMB 
Rileys. He also obtained the remains of a 
1931 Riley 9 which was eventually turned 
into a two seater Special, now living in 
Motueka and known as the Ward Riley. 

Des Cornwall  Taranaki 
Des read an 

advert in the 
newspaper about 
the formation of a 
Taranaki Branch, 
rang the new 
secretary and was 
sent the number 
1 newsletter. He 
was also invited 
to the meeting 
that took place 
on 6 October in New Plymouth. He is 
a first year member of the branch. Des 
and his wife Phyllis have been active and 
keen members of the Taranaki Branch and 
heavily involved in branch activities.

He was co-opted onto the committee 
in September 1962 and has completed 
eight years as a committee member. He has 
served 13 years as chairman, secretary for 
10 years, one year as the club captain and 
delegate for 10 years. 

He purchased his first car, a 1924 Buick 
tourer, in January 1961 for £35. He has 
rallied this car from the top of the North 
Island to Bluff in the South. 

A 1930 Graham Paige was the next 
to be restored and has been well rallied 
and still is. A restored Austin 8 sedan 
was purchased for his wife Phyllis for 
her birthday and then the last one to be 
restored for himself is a Jaguar XK150. 
Four other vehicles are awaiting restora-
tion including a 1930 Desoto. 

He and Phyllis were on the Rally Route 
committee for the VCC Rally 2012 in 
Wanganui.

Des Palmer Marlborough
Des served on the branch committee 

in 1963 and 1964 then again from 1973 

to 1975. He was also the branch parts 
registrar during the 1960s. 

He has done an excellent restora-
tion of his 1930 Chevrolet tourer. He has 
also owned a 1924 Buick 4 tourer, a 1934 
Chrysler 6 roadster, a 1935 Pontiac coupe, 
and a 1916 Overland tourer.

He travelled to many a rally over the 
years and enjoyed his vehicles to the 
utmost. Des was in business as a motor 
trimmer for many years. Many vehicles in 
the branch have benefited from his metic-
ulous handiwork. An untimely accident 
has left him with limited mobility and 
eyesight. Not one to let things get him 
down he is still very keen on his cars, and 
although we don’t see so much of him 
since the recent loss of his wife, he is still a 
very valued  member.

Eric Hodges   Taranaki
Eric Hodges 

attended a 
meeting on 6 
October 1961 and 
is regarded as a 
first year member 
of the branch.

He has always 
made himself 
available for any 
requests for help. 
such as helping on branch rallies, being 
on check points and assisting with starting 
and various aspects of our annual rallies.

He has attended plenty of branch runs 
and has been active in branch events. Eric 
has attended many of our Maunga Moana 
Rallies and was an entrant in the first one 
held in 1964 in his 1927 Ford model T 
in New Plymouth.

Eric attended early rallies representing 
our branch in the mid 1960s with visits to 
Hawke’s Bay and the Gentle Annie in his 
Ford Model T tourer with fellow branch 
member Des Cornwall.

He also attended the visits to Pio Pio 
to support their gala days along with other 
members of this branch.

Eric has restored a 1929 Studebaker 
coupe, a 1926 Model T roadster, a 1927 
Model T tourer, a 1926 Model T truck, 
a 1960 Studebaker Hawk and a 1962 
Studebaker Hawk.

Eric Hodges is a very quiet and 
unassuming man and never one to seek 
the limelight but always there to lend a 
helping hand when needed.

50 YEAR AWARDS 

Eric Hodges. Photo Alex 
Johnston Photography.

Des Cornwall, photo 
by Alex Johnston 
Photography.
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E. Parrott & Son Ltd
automotive instrument specialists

Specialist gauge repairers since 1946
Over 75 years of combined instrument repair experience.

SpeedOS TachOS GauGeS clOckS cableS
Vintage & post Vintage Restoration Work undertaken

email: parrotts@ihug.co.nz 218 barbadoes St, christchurch, NZ. phone / Fax 03 366 9554

PENRITE  
LUBRICANTS 
full range in stock

OLD AUTO RUBBER 
products for the car restorer

VINTAGE AUTO PARTS
phone or fax 03 359 8592

Gary and Ruth Arps • PO Box 5369 Papanui, Christchurch 3482

Listings for over 800 models

Beaded Wheels trade directory

Robinson Instruments Ltd
3/31 Princes Street, Onehunga, Auckland

Phone: 09 636 5836 Fax: 09 636 5838
Email: sales@robinsoninstruments.co.nz  

 www.robinsoninstruments.co.nz

SPEEDOS, REV COUNTERS, GAUGES, CABLES 
MADE TO SUIT ANY INSTRUMENT TO ANY  

TRANSMISSION ETC. FULL SERVICING & REPAIRS.

INSTRUMENT 
NOT READING 

RIGHT?
or NOT working at all?

I’m looking for cars with overheating problems

Please call me anytime for a chat

Roy King 0800 46 33 46
liquidintelligence115.com.au roylking@xtra.co.nz

1ST STEP – A Clean System
Liquidintelligence 239 – Cooling system cleaner. 70 times 
the cleaning power of other flushes. 
Comes as a kit – enough for 30 Litres

$123.50 
incl GST 

incl Freight

2ND STEP – Any car that struggles to keep cool or 
blows coolant out needs this synthetic coolant.
Liquidintelligence 115 – Fully synthetic coolant, doubles the 
boiling temp, never stops transferring heat from the engine 
to the radiator, lasts forever – totally harmless to all 
metals, plastics etc.

$31.50 
per litre

incl GST 
+ Freight

Motorcycle & Car a 
Wire Wheel Repairs & Restorations a

We Specialise In

• Custom Made Spokes • Speedway Wheels 
Rim and Frame Lining • Wheel Building & 

Truing • Complete Wheel Restoration

Vintage – Classic – Modern

Craig & Debbie Hambling
Phone 06 324 8345

Mobile 027 231 7864

410 Green Road, RD 6, Palmerston North Day or Night

Hamco 
IndustrIes
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Over 40% of VCC members 
insure their vehicles with Vero CIS. 
Now’s a great time to join them.

See our back page ad for full details...
Freephone 0800 658 411 select option 2

Balancing Balancing Balancing,  
 We can balance most Vintage and single cylinder 
engines,fans,driveshafts etc. Work is carried out 
on a modern digital machine. M S Coombes Ltd, 
344 St Asaph Street, Christchurch, Ph 03 366 
7463, Fax 03 366 7462, Email: mscoombesltd@
clear.net.nz

FOR SAle

cOacHWORK  For all your coachwork, woodwork 
and timber rim steering wheels for your Veteran, 
Vintage or Commercial vehicles contact Designs 
N Wood John Martin, 11 Bell Avenue, Cromwell. 
Phone/fax 03 445 0598, 021 109 1309 or email 
martin_jw@xtra.co.nz member

gOt viBRatiOn pROBlems?  
 The crankshaft pulley/balancer/damper may be 
the cause. Rubber perishes over time. John at 
Harmonic Damper Rebuilds can rebuild your 
pulley like new. He has a proven system to 
re-rubber and re-sleeve dampers. Most can be 
rebuilt as good as new and save you money and 
engine repairs. 027 666 3350 or 07 863 3350 
damperdude@gmail.com

DRivesHafts DRivesHafts DRivesHafts 
 We can alter or make driveshafts with fabric 
components to take modern universal joints and 
yokes, as well as performing dynamic balancing. 
We also carry a large range of driveshaft 
components for car, trucks, industrial and 
marine. M S Coombes Ltd, 344 St Asaph Street, 
Christchurch, Ph 03 366 7463, Fax 03 366 7462, 
Email: mscoombesltd@clear.net.nz

1911 NEW PiCk  Expressions of interest are invited 
for the purchase of the late Clem McLachlan’s 
(VCC member) car which is located in Ashburton. 
Fully restored, reg on hold, approx 300 miles since 
registration. Comes with lamps, some spares, 
patterns, motor and gearbox. Suitable as basis for a 
rebuild or as spare parts. Reasonable offers. Phone 
Barry 06 388 1153, Peter 021 059 0800.  mem

1917/18 DoDgE TouRER RESToRATioN PRoJECT.  
kit set of parts, mostly all there including good 
complete body and other difficult to obtain parts. 
Too much to list. $4000. Phone 027 446 1086 or 
06 844 0464 or email kimhunter22@nowmail.co.nz
  mem

1926 CLyNo TouRER,  2 door soft top. Complete in 
dismantled state, including additional components 
including spare motors and wheels. Requires 
complete restoration. offers to Warren phone 04 
478 7782.  mem

1929 WHiPPET RoADSTER PRoJECT  Rare genuine 
dickey seat model, Lots of work done, lots to 
do. ownership papers from 1954, reg. on hold  
Large trailer load of spares. $5,000 firm. For full 
information phone 09 439 7569 evenings.  mem

CLASSIFIED RATES 
Due to space limitation, classified advertisers 
should refrain from the use of dashes, spaces, 
logos, blank lines and formatting. All classified 
rates include gST. 
The 65 word limit includes contact details. 
Advertisers requiring ads longer than the 
standard 65 words, or who require typography or 
space, must apply display rates. The advertising 
department reserves the right to edit or return 
classifieds not meeting the criteria
Member of Vintage Car Club 
No charge for text or photo advertising to a 
maximum of 65 words per advertisement. 
Members must be financial and identify their 
Branch.
Non Member 
$21 for first 40 words or part thereof, thereafter 
15 cents per word to a maximum of 65 words per 
advertisement.*
Text in a Boxed Ad 
$24 non-members,* 
Colour Photo Ad in Box
$56 non-members, enclose a clear photo and 
an SAE if return required.*
Above rates apply for each advertisement. 
Advertisements should be typed or clearly 
printed.

ENCLOSE PAYMENT 
Cheques Payable to Beaded Wheels. 
Post to: Advertising, P o Box 13140, 
Christchurch 8141, to arrive not later than 10th 
of month preceding publication. *

DISPLAY RATES*
 Casual 3 Issues 
 (per issue) 
Full Page $900 $720 
Half Page $490 $390 
Horizontal Quarter Page $270 $216 
All display rates quoted exclude gST and are for finished 
digital artwork  supplied. Artwork can be arranged at an 
extra charge.

Deadline for copy 10th of month preceding publication.
Beaded Wheels will consider articles of a technical 
nature for inclusion in its editorial space. Beaded 
Wheels however regrets that it is not able to offer 
editorial space for advertisements nor for the promotion 
of products.
Marketplace advertising cancellations received in writing 
prior to advertising deadline will be refunded in full. 
Where possible Beaded Wheels will refund 70% of the 
advertisement cost for any cancellations received after 
the booking deadline.
*Payment by credit card will incur additional bank fee 
processing charge of 3%
Beaded Wheels makes every effort to ensure no misleading claims 
are made by advertisers, responsibility cannot be accepted by Beaded 
Wheels or the Vintage Car Club of New Zealand (inc.) for the failure of 
any product or service to give satisfaction. inclusion of a product or  service 
should not be construed as endorsement of it by Beaded Wheels or by 
the Vintage Car Club of New Zealand (inc.).

No liability can be accepted for non-appearance of advertisements and 
the text of all advertisements is subject to the approval of the editor who 
reserves the right to refuse any advertisements which are not compatible 
with the aims, objectives, and standards of Beaded Wheels or the 
Vintage Car Club of New Zealand (inc.)

in accordance with the provisions of the Human Rights Commission Act 
1977 Beaded Wheels will not publish any advertisement which indicates or 
could reasonably be understood as indicating an intention to discriminate 
by reason of sex, marital status,  religious or ethical beliefs. Advertisers 
should take all care in drafting advertisements as they could be held liable, 
as well as Beaded Wheels and the Vintage Car Club of New Zealand (inc.).

marketplace
1936 MoRRiS 14/6 SERiES ii.  Complete car plus lots 
of spares. Stored in a garage for the last 20 years. 
Partly dismantled. Phone Ron 09 818 3022 evening 
email kiwi-connect@xtra.co.nz  mem

1937 FoRD V8 FoRDoR SEDAN.  An original 
unrestored car which is used regularly. Recon motor 
approx 17,000 miles ago. Reg & Wof. $16,000. 
Phone 07 348 3844. Mem

1954 RoyAL ENFiELD 350CC BuLLET.  Nice 
restoration of Redditch marque. Not concours, 
but pretty much original apart from later rear 
shocks and new Monobloc Carb. Last registered in 
1983. Reg on hold. Needs minor electrical work to 
warrant. offers. Phone 06 844 7285, Napier.

1963 VANguARD 6   3 owners  tidy condition 
motor was reconditioned in the ‘90s. Car has been 
garaged for some time. Selling as is where is. 
Phone 03 388 7677 or 027 929 1441 ask for 
graeme or Jane.

1963 VAuxHALL VELox  PB 6 cyl 2651cc. New wof. 
A very tidy driveable car. $4,000. Phone 07 348 
3844.  mem

1979 Wii6 MERCEDES 350 SE SEDAN  which was 
running when taken off the road Now partially 
dismantled but still on its wheels. Also a full set of 
spares from donor car, including all chrome work, 
lights, glass, upholstery. Spare engine and trans. 
Brand new doors/ bonnet/ boot lid. Reg is on hold. 
Located Palmerston North. $2,000 or offers. Phone 
Dave on 06 359 1952 - 027 359 1952 or rosalee@
inspire.net.nz

caRBURettOR Re-cOnDitiOning — including 
classic and performance makes. 40 plus years 
trade experience. Free advice. Contact graeme 
Tulloch, Tulmac Carburettor Specialists on 027 612 
2312 or (Levin) 06 368 2202
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HUBcaps – any problems contact me 
i now produce either hubcap skins or complete 
hubcaps. These are top quality replicas. Pressed 
not spun to the closest possible original 
specifications. i can manufacture any model 
that uses the skin system plus many others 
provided they do not exceed 10½" in diameter. 
For more information phone Dave Patten Replica 
Manufacturing (2003) Ltd, Ph 027 247 7956, 160 
New york Street, Martinborough. Email dave.
patten@wise.net.nz 

valves exhaust quality stainless for Vintage 
engines. Available in blank form or machined 
to size required. george Calder, 307 Hoon Hay 
Rd, Christchurch. Phone 03 338 5372 or email 
gandkcalder@clear.net.nz 

penRite Oils  We carry a large range from 
Vintage to Modern engines. gearbox, diff,  
S.u dashpot and water pump grease.  
M S Coombes Ltd, 344 St Asaph Street, 
Christchurch, Ph 03 366 7463, Fax 03 366 7462, 
Email: mscoombesltd@clear.net.nz

PISTONS PISTONS PISTONS  PISTONS 
FoR VETERAN, ViNTAgE, 

CLASSiC & oDDBALL ENgiNES. 
We can supply piston sets for most makes & 
models. All piston sets come complete with 

rings & gudgeons. We have over 700 listings at 
competitive prices.

M S Coombes Ltd
344 St Asaph St, Christchurch

Ph 03 366 7463, FAx 03 366 7462

penRite engine cOOl ant   
A colourless hybrid-organic non glycol based 
corrosion inhibitor designed specifically for 
use in Veteran, Edwardian, Vintage and 
Classic Car cooling systems. M S Coombes Ltd,  
344 St Asaph Street, Christchurch,  
Ph 03 366 7463, Fax 03 366 7462,  
Email: mscoombesltd@clear.net.nz

DistRiBUtOR & fUel pUmp 
paRts anD seRvice 

 We rebuild distributors, vacuum advance units, 
mechanical fuel pumps and supply parts new, 

NoS, remanufactured and used. 
vacuum advancers restored. 

electronic ignition kits to eliminate points.  
Quality Rebuilds,  

85 Polo Prince Dr, Manurewa, Auckland, 2576. 
email: peter@qualityrebuilds.com  

www.qualityrebuilds.com 
phone peter 09 267 4700 

KING-PIN KITS, TIE ROD ENDS, 
Spring shackles, ignition parts, bulbs and 
sealed beams, spark-plugs and coils, engine 
bearings, engine mountings, head gasket/
sets, pistons and valves, timing chains and 
gears, flywheel ring gears, tyres, carburettors, 
magnetos, etc, for all makes and models, 
especially: Austin, Chevrolet, Chrysler, Essex, 
Ford, Hillman, Morris, Standard, Vauxhall. 
Ronald Lever, 87 Tui Rd, Papatoetoe, 
Auckland 2025. Phone 09 278 3888 evenings.

TWo oF  6.50  x 20 crossply tyres – American, new. 
$200 each. Phone 07 348 3844.  mem

ARiEL 1952 350 cc Completely rebuilt ready for vin. 
$5,000 ono. Phone Ross Newland 06 844 4248 or 
newross@xtra.co.nz    mem

AuSTiN / WoLESLEy 6/110 gEARBox  3 speed with 
oD. Sound condition. $500ono. Phone george  
09 439 8911.  mem

AuSTiN CAMBRiDgE A50 1957 1500CC.  A tidy old 
car suitable for restoration,  no reg or wof. Tidy 
clean upholstery and sound body. good tyres & 
good diff and gearbox, motor goes but needs work. 
$600. Phone 07 348 3844.  mem

BEADED WHEELS  Nos 122 until present day 
$15. Model T book (new) by Bruce W McCalley $75. 
Two “T” sidelight front $20. Phone Malcolm 03 365 
6223.  mem

i HAVE SoME NEW 3076 AuToLiTE SPARkPLugS.  
They are 7/8” thread and fit numerous Vintage cars 
including Ford Model A. Price is $10 each. kevin 
Casey phone 03 453 0818 or caseyleadlights@xtra.
co.nz  mem

i WiSH To CoNTACT ANyoNE SHiPPiNg  a car or 
goods from England with space for a small 1920 
engine after August. i could be available to assist 
with loading. Phone 03 615 8248.  mem

JoiN THE ARiEL oWNERS REgiSTER.  Contact 
graeme Crawley. Phone 09 524 9255, gandm.
crawley@xtra.co.nz  mem

NASH METRoPoLiTAN  i have a complete car of 
mint parts, everything except the chassis, many 
parts brand new. Prefer to sell as a whole so would 
suit someone wanting to restore a car. Phone Nigel 
Smith 021 377 280 or 09 575 3044.

NuMERouS 1936/37 MoRRiS 8  spare parts. Phone 
kevin Burrows 06 358 5779, Palmerston North.

PARTS FoR SALE  BMC A type engine. inline 1100cc 
short engine (no cyl head), bore in excellent 
condition. Phone george 09 439 8911.  mem

THE WAiRARAPA BRANCH oF THE VCC  has the 
following motors for sale:- 1920 gwynne 8hp 
1000cc,  1920 Chev 4, 1929 Chev 6, 1938 Chev 
6c/w gearbox, Austin 12/4, Austin 20 and gearbox, 
1926 Dodge 4 & gearbox, 1920 (?) Morris Cowley 
and oxford parts radiators,motors etc, early Dodge 
rear/front axles and wheels, 1912 15hp Star diff, 
early Wolseley worm drive diff, Nissan 260 motor, 
Mark 2 Zephyr motor. Contacts tomjean@xtra.co.nz 
or Frank 06  379 7167 evenings .

magnetOs, ReWinDs, paRts anD seRvice, 
all types. Contact Chris Slater, Coil Winding 
Services, Hupenui RD, greytown, Wairarapa. 
Phone 06 304 9466.

BMC A-SERiES PARTS  to suit 2” main bearing 
block. New billet crankshaft; new H beam con 
rods; new Ross racing pistons. $2000 ono Email: 
enquiries@westonhouse.co.nz.   mem

BuiCk, CiRCA 1917  Chassis, motor and gear box. 
Suitable as basis for a rebuild or as spare parts. 
Reasonable offers. Phone Barry 06 388 1153 or 
Peter 0210 590 800.

DELAgE VETERAN  parts for sale or exchange. 
gearbox approx 1910 plus diffs, engine cases, 
gearbox cases, engine block, axle beam etc. Will 
swap or purchase gearbox for 1911 R type series 3. 
Phone David Hall 07 827 9040.  mem

DoDgE 4 MoToR PRE 1921  low fan type. 1925 
Dodge 4 gearbox. Falcon xW gearbox, Volvo 360 
motor 1936 Dodge RF guard. Phone John 021 08 
222 903.

DuE To HEALTH REASoNS  i am disposing of the 
following: 1937 Pontiac sedan dismantled 95% 
complete fair condition plus some spare parts. 1930 
Pontiac engine dismantled appears to be original. 
1928 Pontiac engine and gearbox complete. No 
reasonable offer refused. Please contact Arthur on 
03 215 9623 mob 021 178 9818 email arthur-lin1@
hotmail.com

FiRESToNE 5.00-5.25  x 16 crossply (4 ply rating) 
tyre with 8mm tread depth plus 2 tubes for above 
$150. Phone Rob 06 845 2171.  mem

FoR SALE - HEAD gASkETS N.o.S.  Hillman 4-9.8hp 
1933-35, Hillman Minx Magnificent 36-38, Skoda 
1000MB, Ford 8 1935-39, Austin 10 1932-38, 
Vauxhall 4 – 10 and 12 1938-39 – $15 each. 1927 
Buick parts – headlights 21" split rim and wheels, 
door window winders, gearbox parts. Contact 
Waikato Parts Shed - Howard Porteous phone 07 
888 7596 or Reece Burnett phone 07 856 5287  mem

FoRD 10 PREFECT  parts for sale, rear and front 
axle assemblies, complete engine/clutch/gearbox 
unit, wheels/tyres/tubes and misc bits. Email Stan 
at Consultech@xtra.co.nz or phone 03 471 0898 
(Dunedin).  mem

FoRD CoRTiNA 1500 ENgiNE BLoCkS,  cranks and 
cylinder heads, also gearboxes and most engine 
parts. Phone Dean 03 693 9016.  mem

vintage WOOD pROBlems? For all your 
Vintage woodwork requirements, i can reproduce 
your car’s woodwork from original parts, patterns 
and photos. Model A parts made to order, also 
Morris Traveller Van kits. N Rhodes, Furniture of 
Distinction. Purakau St, Marton 4710. Phone 06 
327 6164.

vintage engine sHORtBlOcKs   
We can in most cases rebuild your shortblock using 
modern shell bearings, new pistons and rebuilt oil 
pump. Please contact us for more information. 
M S Coombes Ltd, 344 St Asaph Street, 
Christchurch, Ph 03 366 7463, Fax 03 366 7462, 
Email: mscoombesltd@clear.net.nz

VINTAGE CAR REPAIRS 
Unit 1 11 Penn Place, Upper Riccarton, 

Christchurch (formerly 15a Empire Road, Belfast) 
Phone 341 5100 Fax 341 5101 

All Classic and Vintage Car restoration. 
• Panel making • Wooden body repairs, 

• Bumpers and moulding repair 
37 years experience • Competitive hourly rate.
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1961 meRcURy mOnteRey  4 door pillarless 
sedan. Lovely low mileage original car that has 
never had rust. Factory black paint redone 9 years 
ago, original black and white interior. 352 c.i. FE 
and auto. Drives beautifully, looks great has new 
reg and WoF. $29,000. Phone 0274 461986 or 
kimhunter22@nowmail.co.nz  mem

1929 plymOUtH mODel U.  Excellent condition 
and includes some spare parts. Rallied in 2012 
international Rally. Reg. on hold. $15,000 ono. 
Phone 06 344 6499, 022 647 5191 

1971 ROveR p6B  in regular use 43,000 miles, 
good tyres all round, drives well & uses no oil or 
water between changes $7000 ono. 1973 Rover 
P6B, suitable parts or easy restoration, reg. on 
hold, drivable $1500 ono. Email photos available 
for both. Email Consultech@xtra.co.nz or ph 03 
471 0898 (Dunedin).  mem

aUstin Healey 1958  BN4L 100/6 2,600cc, 
lefthand drive, unrestored. in receipt of NZTA 
approval as an alternative document for an 
imported used vehicle. offers. Phone 06 348 4914.
  mem

1925 clynO, 10.8 hp rebuilt in 1992/3, runs 
well, stored in garage, all round good condition, 
personalised plate.  For more information contact 
Michele 021 732 706 or 07 855 9985 evenings

1937 aUstin RUBy  Top to bottom rebuild 
includes leather seats, wiring loom, and “wood 
graining” on dash and window frames as original. 
Very hard to fault. Price includes ‘37RuBy’ 
registration. $12,000. Phone Max 021 1137 054 or 
06 758 9007  mem

1962 mORRis tRavelleR  1100cc motor 
up and running good condition. $12,500 Email 
Johnbowman@slingshot.co.nz phone 09 422 7895 
Residence at Matakana. if wishing to view please 
contact me  mem 

WOODEN WhEELS   made for your metal-
work. Steam-bent felloes, any shape spokes.  
New beaded rims available in some sizes. Phone 
Vern Jensen 06 323 3868, 16 osborne Terrace, 
Feilding.   mem.

UPhOLSTERY 
Veteran – Vintage – Classic 

 Hoods, side curtains, complete re-trims etc. 
Spring and foam units repaired or rebuilt. 40 
years experience, reasonable rates. VCCNZ 
Member. Bryan o’Brien Auto Trim. unit 3. 8 
Cadbury Road, Napier.   

 pHOne 06 842 2252  
 Fax 06 842 2254 • Mobile 027 495 7676 

TyRES (NEW) FiRESToNE  7.75 x 15 x 4 ply, $1,500 
set of 5 plus shipping and handling. Ronald Lever, 
87 Tui Road, Papatoetoe, Auckland 2025. Phone 09 
278 3888, evenings.

TyRES FoR SALE NEW TyRES  650x19 6 ply rating, 
whitewall. 32 x 4.5 Dunlop SS cord English made 
for BS rims, 6 available. 550x18 olympic Balloon. 
All tyre stored in dark basement. offers. Phone Bill 
03 454 4461, Dunedin.

VAuxHALL EiP VELox/CRESTA PARTS  for sale. 
1956/7 front windscreen (new) $100. Assorted 
new/used door hardware 1956/7  $20. Three  used 
speedometers 1957 $15. Pickup from Nelson area 
would be preferred. Phone John 03 544 7904 or 
milleraj@xtra.co.nz.

1929 gRAHAM PAigE  enough to build 1 and half 
cars in garage in Dunedin 4 speed and 3 speed 
gearboxes. Spare motors. Everything. Phone Bill 
03 454 4461  mem

Visa – MasterCard available
EDDIE FORD PUBLICATIONS P/L

29 LYONS ST, NEWSTEAD VIC 3462 
AUSTRALIA.

Ph 61 3 5476 2212 Fax 61 3 5476 2592

Subscription Rates 
Australia 6 Issues $47.50 or 12 issues $92 

New Zealand 6 Issues AUD$74.50 or 12 issues AUD$146  
Overseas 6 Issues AUD$87 or 12 issues AUD$171  

First published in 1973.  
Most back issues are available. 

All vehicles featured are restored 
or in original condition. Events, 

How To’s and Australian 
motoring history are a specialty.

RESTORED CARS 
Magazine Australia

RelUctant sale - DUe tO age   (not of vehicle, 
owners!) This is a lovely car to drive, in good 
condition. 1973 Mg (white) with Webasco roof. 
$12,000. Please phone Derek Winterbottom 07 572 
0984. deri@clear.net.nz  mem
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a nice tiDy  1951 2 door original Low Light 
Morris Minor. Warranted and registered ready to 
go. Also available a 1962 and a 1957 Morris Minor 
also WoF and reg. Tidy with  new paint. Phone 021 
1831 617   mem

1931 20/60 t80 vaUxHall pRincetOn  touring 
car. This top English motor was rebuilt eight 
years ago. it is reliable, powerful and a pleasure 
to drive. Excellent double duck hood and screens.  
New tyres, some useful spares. WoF & Reg. Briefcase 
of literature and manuals. $55,000. Contact Earl  
03 577 7839 or theriverbank@slingshot.co.nz.  mem

1928 BUicK mODel 27x stanDaRD seDan . 
Restored to virtually original spec, including 
reconditioned engine & new radiator. Registered, 
warranted and with a VCC Vehicle identity Card 
available, this car is a truly motorable vintage.  
All reasonable offers considered. Contact owner 
027 493 7967 ( Tauranga)  Mem  

1973 meRceDes 350 sl.  Totally reconditioned 
motor and gearbox less than 1000km ago. Tidy 
good running car. Hard and soft tops. For sale 
by tender by 30 July. Highest or any tender not 
necessarily accepted. Contact P Worrall. 07 3124 
147.  mem

1948 JagUaR 3.5l salOOn (mK iv)   $44,000 
genuine unrestored example. Every option fully 
functional, had indicators fitted, trafficators are 
functional, not connected. Road legal, VCC/ViC, 
vinned 2007. Drives well and reliable. Some spares. 
Full toolkit. Contact Mike 022 080 1048 mem

1973 BmW R75/5.  High mileage. Working order. 
$3,000 - 5,000.  Christine Hallet 09 625 7318.

1935 plymOUtH cOUpe.  For sale by tender. 
good tidy reliable car.  New radials . Reconditioned 
motor. More photos available. Tenders by 30 July. 
Highest or any tender not necessarily accepted. 
Contact P Worrall  07 3124147

 

mODel “a” fORD ReBUilt sHOcK 
aBsORBeRs,  as original. With exchange $195 
each or $230 outright. Arms and all connecting 
parts available. Postal delivery extra. Phone Jack 
03 352 6672 Christchurch or cell 0274 322 041

tHis faBUlOUs accOUnt  of the historic NZ 
first motor journey from Wellington to Auckland 
in 1912 is for sale in the original sized format; 
80 pages 320x230mm with 120 photographs. See 
more details at www.modelt.co.nz or, email roger.
gardner@xtra.co.nz   mem

vcc memBeRs 
special pRice  

$24.95 
 inc p&p within NZ

vintage tRUnKs  made to order or stock sizes. 
Dust proof and waterproof. Phone Allan on  
06 844 3959 or 0274 469 331 Napier.   mem.

Vintage Car Club

numberplate 
frames
available now from your local branch

Help spread the word – let other 
motorists know what we are all about.

For more details contact your local 
branch or John Chynoweth  
chynoweth@xtra.co.nz 
Ph 03 439 5474, 027 457 3332
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1954 nORtOn inteRnatiOnal  Featherbed, 
only 549 ever built. This one a 500, four owners 
from new. Present owner since 1992. Matching 
nos. Very good condition. No broken fins etc. Reg 
on hold. Phone owen 03 980 9093.  mem

1924 BUicK mODel 35 canaDian special.  
Recent motor work, new radiator, registered and 
warranted.  Comes with another Buick dismantled 
plus heaps of spares.  $17,500. Phone Peter 
03 434 1159 or 027 572 7282.  mem

vintage & classic QUaRtZ  halogen bulbs. 
Replace your existing bulbs without rewiring the 
headlamp assemblies. up to 100% brighter than 
your existing Tungsten bulbs. Will fit most reflectors 
fitted to Pre & Post war cars and motorbikes. Also 
available in single filament 55 watt P22 & BA 
15 bases for use in spotlamps and mechanical 
dip reflectors. Most bases and configurations 
available in 6v & 12v. Further info: Norm & Jan 
Sisson, sole NZ Agent. Phone 03 389 0643 Model 
Boat Supplies, 38 ottawa Road, Christchurch 6. 
Email modelboatsupplies@snap.net.nz 

vintage 1923 WOlseley tOUReR  A very rare 
opportunity to purchase an original 1923 Wolseley 
AC7 14hp tourer. it has a four cylinder side-valve 
engine of 2600cc. An older restoration but runs 
well. genuine expressions of interest only. Phone 
Carol 03 332 4702 baileykate@hotmail.com mem

1954 220 a classic meRceDes BenZ 
pOntOn (ROUnDie)  Restored Melbourne 1994,  
$110,000. Two Concours d’Elegance prizes. Five 
new white walls. Silver body, maroon upholstery, 
MERC54 plate. Reg & Wof. Phone 09 445 9191, 
Auckland. Sale due to ill health. Price $22,000 ono. 
  mem

peUgeOt 203 1953  This is the first 203 model 
of 1951 with only 66,008m and three owners. it 
has a sunroof, and current WoF and Reg. original 
condition and rallied in the South island over past 
eight years. $12,000. Phone 03 351 8708, thorny@
xtra.co.nz  mem

1937 fORD DelUxe fORDOR.  ground up 
restoration early ‘90s by Barry Rippon. garaged, 
maintained and enjoyed regularly by us from then. 
VCC recorded. Lovely Art Deco classic. A pleasure 
to drive. Current WoF and reg. interest around 
$30,000 please. Phone graham 06 858 7843.  mem 

1961 mORRis minOR 1000  Concours condition. 
Runs well. Has all optional extras from factory, 
including workshop manual. $5,500. Phone Barry 
03 688 9698.  mem

1934 aUstin 10/4 salOOn  Delightfully restored 
little Austin. Exceptional attention to detail with 
a full motor overhaul just completed. Runs along 
effortlessly. Exceptional buying value relative 
to restoratation cost. $12,995. Contact P Bell, 
06 874 9030.  mem

1980 1275gt mini caBRiOlet   Minilites mag 
wheels, disc brakes on front. Full walnut dash and 
door cappings. Runs well. $9,000 or near offer. 
Contact Barry 03 688 9698.  mem

1971 aUstin 3 litRe  Reg on hold, very tidy 
original car the engine has been reconditioned. 
it needs some work to bring it up to an excellent 
standard. Many spare parts included, engines, 
transmissions. $8,000ono. Phone 021 058 6371. 
 mem

1931 sUnBeam mODel 90 tt, 493cc.  ian 
Hallett owner for 40 years. Extremely rare replica, 
hand-built. original equipment, rear-set footrests, 
no facility for a battery box. Constant mesh 
gearbox, recut gears to give same close ratios as 
original box. Pure race machine well-known to NZ 
fraternity. $25,000 ono. Christine Hallet 09 625 
7318 / magneto@xtra.co.nz
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1928 aUstin 7 cHUmmy  Needs side windows 
to complete, basket case restored. Runs well, no 
history, wof or Reg. $8,000. Spare parts. Phone 
09 431 6062.  mem

c50 HOnDa cUB mOtORcycle   3 speed 
1980(?). great order, showing 6,359kms. Not 
registered. $650. Phone george Tier 09 439 8911.
  mem

1984 mitsUBisHi cORDia gt    1800 turbo 
manual, five speed. 252,000 km. Two NZ owners. 
Documented history since 1998. Excellent original 
order. $3,750. Phone 09 438 4448. Vehicle in 
Northland.  mem

1930 fORD mODel a.  Running, not registered. 
Three new tyres. Make nice truck. Phone 
03 444 7857.  mem

nc50 HOnDa expRess pOWeR cycle.  great 
order 1976(?) Windup starter, showing 6660 kms. 
Registered and ready to ride. $650. Phone george 
09 439 8911.  mem

1929 cHev inteRnatiOnal  Professionally 
restored nine years ago. Approx 12,000 miles 
done on reconditioned motor. Excellent condition, 
reluctant sale. $27,000 ono. Phone Neil 
09 836 0989.  mem

1930 fORD mODel a tOWn seDan   2004 
restoration. Looks great. Drives well. New tyres, 
tidy condition. Will sell with WoF & Reg. Car not 
being used. $21,000. Phone Frank 07 576 2535.
  mem

1954 alvis gRey laDy  18,000 miles. Very 
good mechanical and body order. Reluctantly 
offered for sale for health reasons. $17,000. Phone 
07 575 9432.  mem

1960 DKW aUtO UniOn 1000  two cars both 
with reg on hold. The better car dismantled for 
restoration. Some work done. Both cars were good 
runners 10 years ago. Stored since. $2,000 both 
cars. Will negotiate. Phone george 09 439 8911.
  mem

Lock ring Heavy
and light.
Now available

Beaded edge
Wide range
30x3 to 895x135
Split Rims
Motor cycle rims

Well base Rolled edge.
All sizes

101 Harman St
PO Box 9164
Christchurch 8149
New Zealand
Phone 03 338 4307
email office@veterancarrims.co.nz
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WANTED tO bUy
1958 AJS oR MATCHLESS g11CS, 600 cc Sports 
Twin. Prefer matching engine and frame numbers.  
Phone 07 888 1719 or email: m.arthur@xtra.co.nzs

1969 RT40 ToyoTA CoRoNA WANTED.  Whole 
car or body parts boot, bonnet, doors and 
guards anything considered. or any information 
appreciated. To help young person (my son keith) 
with his first project. South island really unless 
able to help with shipping. Phone Peter or keith 
on (home) 03 347 7175 or (keith’s cell) 027 849 
3885, evenings would be best. Email keith.t.d.w@
windowslive.com  mem

ALuMiNiuM CyLiNDER HEAD WANTED  for Ariel 
Colt LH 200cc (around 1956) Anything considered. 
Phone Carl at 03 221 7310 Day Phone 03 221 7075 
Night or email  carl@findlater.co.nz

AuSTiN 7 MoToR 2  bearing crank model, parts 
or complete motor or consider 3 bearing complete 
phone 021 172 1566 or email comcob@clear.net.nz

BuiCk 1923 RouND ToP RADiAToR  30” high or 
surround suitable for chrome. Carb 10/65 Marvel 
6 marked on air screw. Rears guards or other 
parts. Have some Std 6 parts about 1926; clutch, 
flywheel, manifolds, spark cover, springs. Phone 
Russell 021 024 57984, Tauranga.  mem 

CRoSSPLy TyRES WANTED:  2 of 4.75/50 x 20 4 
ply. Must be warrantable. Phone 07 348 3844, 
Rotorua.  mem

CRoWN WHEEL AND PiNioN  for A70 Pickup low 
ratio 7/33 (or complete diff). Phone 09 439 8911, 
george Tier.   mem

FJ HoLDEN WHEEL RiMS  wanted to buy, 
Phone Don 06 870 1154 or 027 494 5242 email 
donsreloading@xtra.co.nz

FRiSCo, STANDARD AND uNioN  Stationary 
Engines (complete or parts) wanted. Also any sales 
catalogues and instruction books. Phone John 07 
576 7150 or email jjpandt@xtra.co.nz  mem

HENDERSoN DELuxE MoToRCyCLE PARTS  
wanted. Will consider other model Henderson parts 
as well. Phone Ron 07 552 5123 (ah)  mem

i HAVE ENERgy FoR oNE MoRE PRoJECT.  Looking 
for a totally original American car 1915-1933 approx 
that can be brought to life again. Mechanical 
condition not important. Phone kevin Casey, 03 
453 0818 or caseyleadlights@xtra.co.nz  mem

iNDiAN FouR CyLiNDER MoToRCyCLE  in good 
running/restored condition required by enthusiastic 
member. Phone Jens 03 354 5000. Email kajens@
ihug.co.nz  mem

LoTuS EuRoPA 1971-75 TWiN-CAM  or special, 
type 74 wanted. Basket case or suitable for 
restoration. Phone 03 544 2826. mem

MoDEL A 1930 RoADSTER  Pickup wanted. 
Must be genuine vehicle complete in good 
condition.  Willing to pay going rate.  Phone Dave 
06 367 0284 or 027 441 9674.  mem

NASH METRoPoLiTAN  wanted for restoration. 
Needs to be road registered and preferably 
warranted. Phone Nigel 021 377 280 or 09 575 
3044.

NEW STEERiNg SuSPENSioN  and other parts 
wanted for Vintage and Post Vintage cars. Ronald 
Lever, 87 Tui Road, Papatoetoe, Auckland 2025. 
Phone 09 278 3888, evenings.  mem

oLD STyLE BRookS LEATHER BikE SEATS  (saddles) 
not motorcycle seats. Phone Dennis 07 348 8448.  
 mem

PARTS WANTED FoR 1971 MoRRiS MiNoR  Wellside 
ute, panels. Phone glen 03 319 6981, 022 319 
6981.  mem

RiMS AND gEARBox  wanted for 1929 Nash 
Special Six. Phone kevin Casey, 03 453 0818 or 
caseyleadlights@xtra.co.nz  mem

SMALL TuBuLAR CHASSiS  wanted suitable for 
a small 1905 Single cylinder engine. Any small 
chassis iE De Dion, Renault, or similar make would 
be suitable. Phone 0274 730 810 or Email lex.
westoby@gmail.com  mem

WANTED HoLDEN ToRANA  1 971- 1973 doors. Two 
door model. Phone Bob Ballantyne 09 444 4066, 
email deb.rob@xtra.co.nz  mem

WANTED SPLiT RiNg  for 19 inch wire wheel to suit 
Studebaker 1930 Dictator. Phone 027 938 9732 or 
email phillipboult@gmail.com  mem

WANTED To Buy 1925 DoDgE TouRER  screen 
especially bottom half. Phone 09 438 1392.  mem

WANTED To Buy,  1960s–1970 Sunbeam Rapier, 
Humber Sceptre or similar suitable for car club runs. 
Phone Doug 07 577 9314. MEM

WANTED To Buy.  Austin A70 Pickup restored or 
restorable. Phone Bill at 03 212 8786 or 027 235 
7890.  mem

WooDEN SPokED FRoNT WHEEL  for 1929 Ford AA 
truck. Also driveshaft for same vehicle. Phone Colin 
Rae 03 358 3099.   mem

WanteD tRiUmpH magnetO cHain case 
 as pictured or someone willing to cast one up 
at a reasonable cost. Engine drive pulley Alldays 
motorcycle anything especially a gearbox, Bosch 
DA1 magneto, BSA  model k wheels. Triumph 1907 
forks or fork parts. Phone Taylor 09 533 8050 or 
email hq@xtra.co.nz  mem

1972 meRceDes 280se  An opportunity to 
purchase this magnificent black car that has been 
identified as a classic of its type. 200HP fuel injected 
V8 engine. Auto, P/S, sunroof, badge bar & beautiful 
cream upholstery. Many spare parts. $10,800. Phone 
Joe 07 544 1941 email scott.jj@clear.net.nz  mem

1971 mg B gt  Reg and wof, audio, four speed, 
good tyre tread, very tidy condition. $10,990. Call 
Brian 0274 750 102

1951 vaUxHall velOx 93,000 miles 
(ORiginal)  genuine reason for sale. Will renew 
Registration and WoF. Four brand new radial tyres. 
Four cross ply tyres with approx 40% life remaining as 
extra. owners manual. Excellent motor/transmission 
condition. Many spares including some delco remy. 
$8,000ono. Phone 07 570 0555 Tauranga             mem

a RaRe 1934 Riley mentOne  12/6 (6 cyl. 
1500cc.) with Armstrong Siddeley preselector 
gearbox. Engine reconditioned just over 15,000 
miles ago. original leather seats and door trims.  
Not concours, but very tidy. 27 years current 
ownership. $25,000 Bernard 03 351 5195  
elbid@xtra.co.nz  mem 
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FOurtH nAtIOnAL

COMMerCIAL 
rALLY

25- 28 OCTOBER 2013

The Gisborne Branch is pleased to be hosting the 
Fourth National Commercial Rally. To all commercial 

enthusiasts, we invite you to come and enjoy a weekend 
of East Coast hospitality and touring of our coastal 

Pacific Highway. There is an array of things to do and 
see, and places to visit. 

Entry forms will be available from your Branch 
Secretary or the Rally Secretary.

For Rally information 
contact the Rally 

Secretary: Gisborne@
vcc.org.nz or  

Ph 06 868 5969

SWAP MEETS & rAllieS

GISBORNE BRANCH

stock car Raceway paradise valley  
 • Sunday July 14 2013 •

featuring vintage, veteran, classic cars and Hotrods 

7am till 3pm •  hot food and refreshments available • admission 
Sellers vehicle and driver $10 per site • all others $ 5  (accompanied children free)

site BOOKings  ph neville Harper 07 348 2412. mob 027 494 7249, daharpers@gmail.com 
caR sHOW enQUiRies ph David philps 07 357 4881, roommatecabins4u@clear.net.nz 

event cOORDinatOR phil menzies  mob 027 533 3878, gayarmer@xtra.co.nz 

RotoRua VintagE and VEtERan CaR CLub inC

33rd Central north Island 

swap Meet 
& Car show speCtaCular
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free advertising*
Classified advertising in Beaded Wheels 
magazine is free *for all current financial 
members of the Vintage car club of New 
Zealand inc buying or selling club eligible 
vehicles or parts.Our standard advertising 
charges apply for all non-members or 
members wishing to advertise commercial 
services.

It is easy — just email your 
advertisement to beadedwheels@vcc.
org.nz or complete the form on this page 
and post to us at Marketplace Beaded 
Wheels, PO Box 13140, Christchurch 8141. 
Deadline for receipt of advertisements and 
payment for our August ssue is 10 July 
2013. 

Advertisement copy to read (45 words) ____________________________________

 ______________________________________________________________

 ______________________________________________________________

 ______________________________________________________________

 ______________________________________________________________

CONDITIONS OF FREE ADVERTISING
•  Free advertising is limited to one advertisement per 

financial member of the Vintage Car Club of NZ per 
issue. Members must state their membership 
number when submitting the advertisement.

•  Advertisements must be of a non-commercial 
nature.

•  Advertisements must be submitted in writing, by 
email (preferred), post or fax. Photographs will only 
be returned if a stamped addressed envelope is 
supplied by the advertiser. Digital photographs may 
be supplied by email in .jpg format, send a high 
resolution file to achieve best results.

• Advertisements must be resubmitted for each 
issue they are required to appear in.

•  The recommended length of advertisements is 45 
words – the maximum space available is 65 words. 
Beaded Wheels reserves the right to edit all copy. 

•	 Advertisements will be published on a first come, 
first served basis. While every attempt will be 
made to include your advertisement in the issue 
immediately following receipt – limited space may 
mean some advertisements will be held over until 
the following magazine for publication.

• All free advertisements will automatically be listed 
on the VCCNZ website.

Payment where required must accompany your advert. Cheque should be made payable to Beaded Wheels. Post payment & advertisement to marketplace,  
P O Box 13140, Christchurch 8141. VCCNZ members must be financial and state their branch to receive free advertising.

Not a vCCNz member?  You can still advertise your vehicle in  
New Zealand’s foremost historical motoring magazine. All advertise-
ments are listed on our website.

Up to 45 words including phone number. Supply a 
colour photo of your vehicle. Include SAE for return 
of photo, digital photos may be submitted to our 
email address: beadedwheels@vcc.org.nz

$56*  WANTED  FOR SALE

Tick which column you require
Text & colour photo.

Up to 45 words including phone number, no photo. 
Additional words over 45 up to a maximum of 65 
words at 15 cents per word.

$24*
Tick which column you require

 WANTED  FOR SALE

Text only advertisement.

I wish to advertise in Beaded Wheels. 
Payment where required must accompany your advert. 

Name (block letters)  ___________________

Phone  __________________________

I am a current financial member of the VCCNZ and wish to 
advertise in Beaded Wheels for FREE.

vCCNz Membership number is 

______ ⁄___________________ 

Card Expiry Date: ____/____/ ____

Card Number    

Name on Card: ___________________________________________________________

Cardholder Signature: ______________________________________________________

Non-vCCNz members Payment by   Cheque   Credit Card Visa/Mastercard only (Amex & Diners not accepted) 
Payment by credit card will incur additional bank fee processing charge of 3%
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Ashburton     Diane Ross
A new idea to promote public awareness 

of the range of acceptable vehicle catego-
ries within the Branch was put forward 
by the Chairman, Trevor Shaw, who is a 
fairly new member to the Club himself. The 
plan was to invite non-members with club 
eligible vehicles to join with local VCC 
members for a day’s motoring. This was 
an outstanding success with 65 vehicles 
travelling to the Coleridge Village on a 
perfect Mid Canterbury day. Over 20 of 
the participants were non-club members but 
several have since joined with other new 

memberships pending. John Hood took the 
opportunity to give his newly restored 1955 
Chev truck an outing. This is a restoration 
to be proud of. 

Kevin Harkness has also been doing 
some work on his 1962 International truck. 

Vern Ellis’s latest De Soto coupe project 
is home from the panel shop and looking 
very smart. Ollie Hurst has the Hillman 
Californian almost ready to debut. 

Ashburton cars were well represented 
at the National South Island Easter Rally 
in Timaru with Ron and Marilyn Galletly 
taking home the People’s Choice Trophy 

with their 1935 Chrysler roadster. This car 
has a happy history for the Galletlys having 
been both their wedding and honeymoon 
car in its younger days. 

Kevin Smith, another of our overseas 
members is based in Singapore and was 
home recently. Kevin has a 1935 Chevrolet 
coupe and a Harley Davidson side-chair 
combination. Both these vehicles can be 
seen in the local VCC Museum.

Congratulations to Pearce Watson, 
winner of the Vintage section at the 
National Ploughing Championships held 
at Lincoln recently. Pearce is just as much 
at home on his John Deere tractors as he 
is behind the wheel of his Model A or DA 
Dodge. 

Auckland  Tracey Winterbottom
We welcome the following new members: 

Alistair and Rita Benzie, 1925 Chrysler 
Tourer, 1970 Buick Rivera; Charlotte Bovis, 
1977 Leyland Mini 1000; John Cheale, 
1954 Morris Oxford; Ray Crombach, 
1930 Chrysler 77, 1936 Chrysler C7; Tony 
Katterns, 1938 Everson Cherub, 1944 Steyr 
1500A Command Car, 1944 Opel Blitz, 
1970 Trekka; Richard and Barbara Thorne, 
1948 Aerodrome Tender, 1955 MkVII 
Jaguar, 1958 Landrover, 1962 Mini and 
Jocelyn McAlpine, as a joint member with 
Russel.

Roger Fletcher has made significant 
progress on the ex Harold Denton 1923 
Moon. Peter Alderdice has bought a 1954 

idle

Auckland: Vintage Muster, 1927 Chev Tourer – 
Grant Williams.

Auckland: Vintage Muster, 25 Essex Roadster - 
Norm and Pat Dewhurst.

Auckland: Vintage Muster, Austin Tourer - Chris Wood.

WE CAN MAkE CuStOM rINGS FOr MOSt
CArS, truCkS & SMALL ENGINES

Late model 3 piece oil rings now available

UNDER THE NEw 
OwNERSHIP OF

Pukekohe

NEW zEALAND’S LArGESt rANGE OF PIStON rINGS FOr vINtAGE CArS

JOhnSOn’S PiStOn RingS est 1920s

Ph: 09 238 4079 Fax: 09 238 4437 email: kelven@fesltd.co.nz
129 Manukau Rd Pukekohe auckland 2120

PISTON RINGS
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Ariel Square Four. Graeme Crawley has 
bought a 1947 Ariel Square Four minus 
engine. Graeme has also bought a 1956 
Ariel Huntmaster in the UK and he plans 
on using this bike on a UK to Italy rally 
next year. Fifteen year old Louis McNair 
displayed his twin engine Villiers Flyer at 
our April motorcycle section meeting.

After 35 plus years in storage, Joe Henley 
is recommissioning his 1929 Auburn 
6-80 sedan. Jim Boag has bought Gary 
Langstone’s 1913 Overland speedster, the 
old Paul Jones car, and has also acquired an 
MG B GT. Cedric Pegrum has added a 1930 
Chev coupe to his collection, giving it a 
first run on the Ladies Run.

The Ralph Watson designed and made 
seven cylinder rotary engine has had its last 
run in the North Island and is being sent to 
a museum in Wanaka.

Graeme Crawley was the only club 
eligible bike on Peter Alderdice’s tour to the 
Peter Thompson motorcycle collection.

The branch has been well represented 
at other branch events, From Waitemata’s 
Long Day Run to Easter in Wairarapa. At 
BOP Anniversary, North Shore’s Northern 
Raid and Waikato’s Vintage Venture, 
Aucklanders featured often in the placings, 
and Paul Muir and Robyn Muirhead were 
2nd Overall at Wairarapa.

A successful Vintage Muster and Annual 
Ladies Run both attracted well over 20 
vehicles out to enjoy rural motoring in 
South Auckland.

bay of plenty   Ron Elton
Our Wednesday run to Haumurana then 

onto Whakatane proved a very popular 
choice. This was very much a social run. 
Saloon car participants suffered through 
lack of airconditioning, but it was a great 
drive for the open cars.

Easter time in Tauranga is Jazz Festival 
time and again Irene Hill organised cars 
from the brass and nickel era to be displayed 
in the city centre on the Saturday, and 
chrome era and newer cars at our clubrooms 
just a stone’s throw from the city centre on 
the Sunday. The public came in droves to 
make this a most successful event and new 
members are likely. 

On the eve of Easter we heard that 
Ray Singleton had passed away. Ray was 
at the Art Deco in Napier in February and 
also at our club night in March, and had 
very recently completed the restoration of 
the Tui Motors (Te Puke) bus, so he was 
as active as he could be right to the end. 
Ray will be remembered by VCC members 
outside Bay of Plenty through the Te Puke 
Auto Barn which he established and owned 
for many years. He was also our Chairman 
for three terms, most recently as 2003, and 
a long time stalwart of our branch.

Twenty club cars and one motorcy-
clist attended a recent run to the Nautilus 
Apartments in Tauranga. At these 
foreshore apartments your boat can be 
slipped, washed, serviced and then inter-

nally stored in its compartment ready for 
your next instructions. 

canterbury  Tony Becker
One ‘out of the box’ best describes 

the sunniest Vintage-motoring summer 
in recent memory. Now mellowed into a 
colourful autumn, activities whether by car, 
truck, motorcycle or moped, offered plenty 
of pleasure. Drought conditions often 
produced dust clouds of course and the 
Canterbury contingent who travelled to the 
National Motorcycle Rally saw plenty of 
the brown stuff way up north too. The 2013 
South Island Easter Rally attracted a strong 
entry and opinions so far are very positive. 
The 15th Rear Wheel Brake Rally attracted 
a big entry. Thirty beautiful ‘oldies’ made a 
great sight at the two earthquake-restored 
heritage properties visited. The former 
Arthur Rhodes homestead, Te Koraha at 
Rangi Ruru School provided an appropriate 
era departure point. The route travelled to 
Lincoln and Lakeside, and to a little known 
place called Middlerigg. This historic estate 
located near Brookside was once renowned 
throughout Australasia for the quality of its 
Clydesdale horse-breeding stud products.

The Annual Motorcycle Rally gathered 
at Cutler Park before roaring off over the 
hill (long route) to Otahuna via Dyers and 
Gebbies Passes, Coes Ford to Leeston then 
Burnham area for lunch and field tests 
at Terry Dalton’s place. There was plenty 
of interest in his motorbike memorabilia 

Far North: Murray & June Baird,  Best MK11 Zephyr 
convertible at the International Zephyr Convention.

Canterbury: vehicles restored or underway at  
Geraldine Classic Rebuilds.

Canterbury: vehicles restored or underway at  
Geraldine Classic Rebuilds.

Canterbury: Geraldine Vintage Museum.

Hawke’s Bay: of Richard Anderson in the R A Vanguard at Hampton Downs.
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and American cars. The day ended at 
Cutler Park. Not so lucky was the two day 
Autumn Rally. Persistent rain failed to spoil 
the enjoyment factor though. Our South 
Eyre departure toured metal or seal options 
via Rakaia Gorge, Methven and several 
interesting back roads eventually leading to 
Geraldine. Around 130 members took over 
the local for an evening of Its In The Bag 
entertainment. Visits to Geraldine’s classics 
restorer and Geraldine’s Vintage Museum 
were included. The weekend ended with a 
barbecue at Ashburton. Forty years since 
Canterbury Branch relocated to Cutler 
Park was celebrated with a Sunday Run 
and commemorative dinner at the end of 
April. May Noggin’n’natter display featured 
the Centenary of Morris that included the 
Geraldine owned car believed to be the 
oldest motoring example in Australasia; 
Peter Morrison’s beautifully preserved 1913 
Morris Oxford, bearing a build number in 
the early hundreds.

Far North  Dave Duirs
Bruce Auger, one of our very first 

members and who received his 50 year 
award recently, has passed away leaving 
a great legacy in his contribution to the 
Branch over many years, especially in his 
restoration skills. 

The Brian Parker Memorial Rally 
was a great success with entrants from 
Whakatane, Whangarei and Dargaville 
using tulip clues to find their way around 
the Kaitaia/Takahue/Herekino and 
Ahipara roads before returning to the 
clubrooms. Visitors Barry and Tessa Keene 
took first place followed by Lyn and Win 
Matthews and Doug and Bev Grant.

Our annual campout with Dargaville 
members, at Whatuwhiwhi, was a great 
success. Win Matthews, whose family 
farmed a lot of the peninsula as early settlers, 
showed folks over the area, reminiscing on 
how the land was developed and worked 
on horseback. Entertainment by way of a 

wearable arts evening provided a lot of fun 
and we even had a shower of rain in the 
morning to put a smile on the farmers, 
giving them something more to talk about 
rather than diffs and cylinder heads.

Murray and June Baird polished their 
hearts out preparing their 1960 Mk 11 
Zodiac convertible for the International 
Zephyr Convention, organised by the 
Auckland Consul Zephyr Zodiac Club 
at Waipuna Lodge over Easter and were 
rewarded with Best Mk11 Convertible as 
well as winning a big raffle! 

gore   Jim McFadzien
On a glorious afternoon on 3 March 12 

cars took part in our annual Frank Robson/
Clearwater Capers event. The Frank 
Robson competition was for Veteran & 
Vintage vehicles, and Ivan and Rosamund 
Scobie in their 1927 Chrysler were exactly 
on target. Alex and Margaret McLennan 
in their Sprite narrowly took the Capers 
prize. Then it was on to Waikaka through 
parched countryside to the Royal Hotel for 
a break. 

Our branch newsletter Wiper said the 
Ladies Run on 24 March was going to the 
North Pole. Fourteen cars under control 
of the ladies collected instructions and 
headed for the Pole. Luckily the Pole was 
off centre and 52 miles later we were there, 
in Wallacetown. Everything possible that 
you could cram into Santa’s workshop 
for Christmas celebrations was there. We 
then moved to a gem of a place still in 
Wallacetown, where we saw a lifetime 
collection of clocks, pocket knives, models, 
rabbit traps, wire strainers plus tractors, 
rotary hoes and miles of lube and oil tins 
worthy of any major museum.

On 14 April some 40 sites were taken on 
Gore Branch’s Swapmeet, annual this time 
instead of biennial. It was well supported by 
buyers as the sale had most things on offer. 
Two cars, even a mobile home, and the 
usual range of parts and trinkets.

Hawke’s bay  Esther Smith
We have recently visited local geological 

formations north of Napier and a farm visit 
in Central Hawke’s Bay where there were 
pony rides for the children and a short 
walk to feed some enormous tame eels. The 
monthly midweek runs attract a regular 
following. These are very social runs that 
visit places of interest. 

The new clubrooms are still getting 
their finishing touches such as a screen 
for the overhead projector, some outside 
speakers, better signage on the approach to 
the clubrooms and more lighting for the car 
park. It is also hoped to get the driveway 
sealed soon. Every attempt is being made 
to ensure the clubrooms are well used, 
with members being able to book them for 
private functions.

Several of our members recently took 
part in the Roycroft Trophy Meeting, 
which was held over Easter weekend at 
Hampton Downs Race track. Peter Carroll 
and John Miles took their Austin Seven 
Specials, David Brock-Jest his Lagonda 
and Richard Anderson his RA Vanguard. 
Richard purchased the Vanguard about 10 
years ago and this was its debut appear-
ance after a concerted rebuild. This car was 
originally built by Hec Green in 1950 in 
Christchurch. The mid-engine design was 
considered advanced for its time. It has a 
supercharged 4 cylinder Vanguard engine 
developing 200 hp linked to a transaxle 
built by Hec Green. The car was raced with 
success in the ‘50s.

Horowhenua  Peter Nightingale
It has been an all go month for the club 

captains Rex Williams and Pete Collins, 
also Bev and Peter Kelly our librarians.

First up the Ted Green motorcycle rally. 
This was very well attended and started 
with a gymkhana followed by a good run.

Our swap meet was a huge success with 
more than 118 stalls and a large crowd that 
did a roaring trade. 

Horowhenua: Laurie Jenson’s funeral at the clubrooms.Horowhenua: Michael Gaffany’s collection of Boyce 
Motometers.

Horowhenua: Another successful swap 
meet  for our branch with over 118 stalls.
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Horowhenua: Laurie Jenson’s funeral at the clubrooms.

Our 92 year old patron and Life Member 
Laurie Jenson died after a short illness. It 
was well known that Laurie had requested 
that his funeral be held at the clubrooms 
but as the carpet was up and the Library 
extensions not quite finished a concerted 
effort was needed to complete the work in 
time. The funeral was a wonderful tribute 
to a well respected and hard working man 
in the community. Laurie was at all the 
branch projects and had spent many years 
in the fire brigade. In 1932 he witnessed 
Butler’s flight in a home build aircraft at 
Waitarere beach. The Peponpole aircraft 
had a Model A motor as a power unit and 
was built in the local Milnes Ford dealers 
work shop, Levin. His casket was conveyed 
on the old Levin Fire Appliance.

On club night our secretary, Michael 
Gaffany, gave a great talk on his collection 
of Boyce Motometers. It was amazing to 
learn just how they evolved and how many 
there were.

Manawatu  Allan Hardacre
We Manawatu vintagents have been 

busy wearing out bits of road since the 
start of the year. Around 30 cars turned 
up for Len Haycock’s New Year’s Day run. 
This is a fun day, after a brief tour through 
Marton, the home of Malteurop where most 
of the malt for our beer is made, we moved 
onto Robin Coleman’s estate. Robin comes 
complete with a host of marble and concrete 
sculptures. He also owns a nice Leyland P76 
and a 1920s Buick tourer. Both of these 
are currently up for sale as Robin moves 
on to other interests. In February we had 
the Aussie muscle day at Manfield, I’ll bet 
the whiff of testosterone was detectable for 
miles down-wind. The Ruahine Ramble on 
2 March was a most enjoyable and relaxed 
tour to the source of the Manawatu River. 
Thanks to Dennis Milne for organising the 
run. We were well fed and watered by the 
Woodville Museum Society at the start and 
end of the day. It was good to see a number 

of our newer members out on their wheels 
and a big welcome back to Palmy to Esmee 
and Ian Rowden with their Oakland. Our 
next club event is the Post Run that Derek 
Haycock and I are organising. Hopefully 
we’ll be welcoming a bunch of you over 
here for the event.

Marlborough  The Major
Our motorcycle section can take some 

pride in having eight members, seven 
entrants and one pillion rider at the 23rd 
National Motorcycle Rally in Northland. 
We believe our representation was the 
fourth best at the event and second best 
South Island entries. Our members received 
prizes for first place Post 60 class, second 
place Vintage, second best performance 
by a twin cylinder machine, second place 
overall and second place in the inter-branch 
team event. 

We were well represented at the North 
and South Island Easter Rallies. Wiblims, 
Wilsons, Fairweathers, Prestons, Landon 
Lanes and Armigers all headed north 
to Masterton for a wonderful weekend. 
Likewise to Timaru in the south, motored 
the Mant-Olds, Nicholas, Bruces, Smiths, 
Monsons, Pines, Broughtons, and the 
Marrs. The southern event had 189 entries 
and enjoyed a really well run event in 
wonderful balmy weather.

Those who stayed at home were well 
entertained with New Zealand’s premier 
air show, with a record crowd and a great 
show of old and not so old aircraft wowing 
the crowd. With the theme The Yanks are 
Coming we saw a great display of American 
autos owned by locals and neighbouring 
branch members.

On the restoration front congratulations 
to Paul Radmall, who has just put his Jawa 
motorcycle on the road. He purchased two 
pallet loads of Jawa parts just five months 
ago and has produced a record breaking 
restoration in that time. What a beauty. 

Four local cars motored to the Scenic 
Land Rally on 16 March. Our branch 
Gymkhana event was held on Sunday 
24 March and was organised by Rae 
Fairweather who put on a test for driver 
skill for 15 locals.

Nelson  Don Ammon
February 17 saw the annual run to the 

Motueka air field in memory of Alan Moss. 
A fitting venue given his enthusiasm for 
Wings and Wheels. This year we diverted 
from the regular route to join the Motueka 
Museum in their celebration of 100 years 
of their building and 25 years of occupa-
tion. Celebrated also on the day was the 
presentation of 50 year badges to Ken Ivory 
and Bernie Byers by National Secretary/
Treasurer Michael Lavender.

We are looking forward to our Sandy 
Bay Road Hillclimb at Riwaka on 19 May. 
A further hillclimb is in planning for 
Whangamoa at Labour weekend combining 
VCC, Nelson Car Club and Mini Car Club 
as part of the latter’s 50 years of Mini 
Cooper celebration. The Whangamoa 
Hill north of Nelson has had major work 
repairing the road surface and clearing the 
foliage. It is now possible to use the full 
width of this two lane sealed hill without 
being thrashed by overhanging branches. 

North Otago   Nonie Rooney
Forty well presented vehicles assembled 

for our All British Day on 23 February, 
watched by many locals. The line up 
included many MGs, the featured marque 
this year. Lunch and field tests were held 
at historic Clarkes Mill, after which some 
cars continued to the Grand Parade at 
the 150th Oamaru A&P Show, making 
an impressive display. The Best Feature 
Car was a 1964 MG B roadster owned by 
Rebecca George and People’s Choice was 
Rob Nicoll’s 1977 MG B.

Another successful Ngapara Sealed Hill 
Climb was held on 14 April. Ngapara was 

Manawatu: A picnic in the park at Norsewood, Maureen 
and Lach Scott and a couple of Scott ankle biters, the Scott 
Buick is centre stage and the Callesen Dodge behind.

Manawatu: Some cars outside the Woodville museum. L-R; Cook’s Model A, Rowden’s 
Oakland, a couple more Model As and the reporter’s Dodge 4.
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first used in 1963 and so 50 years later, 17 
vehicles lined up for the starter with an 
equal mix of tin tops and specials, Porsche, 
Healey, Mini, Riley, Datsun, all big names 
from the past. This year there were three 
new competitors fronting up; Michael Frost 
in a Toyota Corolla, Ken Wilson in a single-
seater Toyota special and Jan Marie Frew 
with a Datsun Bluebird. Entrants came from 
Invercargill to Temuka and provided plenty 
of action for the spectators throughout the 
class events.

Sadly, Branch member Jimmy Welsh 
died recently. He first began his VCC 
membership in South Otago in 1971 when 
living in the Balclutha area. He had been 
a stalwart of the branch holding various 
positions including Chairman for several 
years. His 1924 Buick 4 featured in many 
rallies including Mount Cook and South 
Otago events. His great interest was motor-
bikes and he attended all Brass Monkey 
rallies, except the very first, on his BSA 
bikes. Jim’s presence will be missed at future 
gatherings.

North Shore    Mary Lloyd
Despite the fact this area was officially 

a drought zone, our Posh Picnic took place 
on a very wet Sunday in March and much 
as we needed the rain, conditions called for 
umbrellas not parasols. The nine cars and 
occupants dressed in their sunday best ‘20s 
attire enjoyed their brief visit to the intended 
picnic venue at the beautiful Victorian/
Edwardian Couldrey House, Wenderholm. 
With no hope of respite from the weather it 
was decided to return to the clubrooms for 
an indoor picnic instead, with visions of a 
Gatsby style picnic put aside.

Our annual Northern Raid Rally was 
extra special this April because it was the 
40th anniversary with 31 cars taking part 
– 27 competitors and 4 touring. The rally 
took participants out to West Auckland 
and was organised by last year’s winners 
Terry Dean and Linda Henderson. It was 
a most enjoyable day out in spite of the 
heavy showers although one hapless couple 
in a Ford Y (they dropped a valve) had 
to be towed by Wilbur Brown in his 1930 
Humber Snipe. 

Back at the clubrooms trophies were 
presented and Chairman, Paul Collins, 
spoke about the history of the Branch 
particularly about how the clubrooms came 
to be where they are today. 

Overall winners of the Rally were Alan 
and Shaaron Price (Auckland Branch). 
NSVCC Branch winners were Paul and 
Kathy Collins. 

Marlborough: Barry and Margie Wilson with 
their 1929 Rover at Masterton.

Marlborough: Paul Radmall’s 
Jawa motorcycle restoration.

North Otago: Ken Wilson and his Toyota Special  with 
Dave Harris, Peter Brown and Neil McDonald.

North Shore: Posh picnic, despite inclement weather entrants took the opportunity to pose in the beautfiful surroundings of Couldrey House.

South Canterbury: Branch members, Janet and 
John Campbell, 1930 Chev roadster leading a  
group through the field test at the South Island  
Easter Rally.
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North Otago: Ken Wilson and his Toyota Special  with 
Dave Harris, Peter Brown and Neil McDonald.

South Canterbury: The Jones family taking 
part in the field tests in their 1914 Buick 
tourer.

South Canterbury: Bonneville Salt Flat Corvette 
Special.

South Canterbury: Vehicles parked in front of 
Ashfield Manor House and Gardens (formerly the 
Hayhurst home) at Temuka on the Mystery Run.

South canterbury   Bill & Shona Weir
The Annual Mystery Run organised 

by Joan Paul and Colin Lyon on Sunday 
10 March took in some interesting visits 
and was a well supported event with 47 
vehicles participating. The first visit was 
to Jackson’s Cranes and Heavy Haulage at 
Washdyke. What for, we wondered, but all 
became obvious when Dave Jackson showed 
us into the workshop to view the Corvette 
Bonneville Salt Lake car which broke the 
200 plus mph barrier, breaking the record 
for this category of engine size although this 
was not officially recognised by the officials 
due to a technicality. The vehicle is a major 
mechanical achievement and a credit to 
the local enthusiasts and experts who put 
it all together. On down to Arowhenua 
then into Temuka to our final visit of the 
day and lunch stop at the Ashfield Manor 
House, the former Hayhurst homestead, set 
in beautiful grounds. In the afternoon the 
owners gave us a run down on the history 
of the Hayhurst family and the following 
owners of this beautiful homestead. 

Highlight of the South Canterbury 
Branch season was The South Island Easter 
Rally headquartered at Phar Lap Raceway. 
At the get-together on the Friday Deputy 
Mayor Richard Lyon, himself a Chev 
Impala owner, declared the weekend event 
opened.

The Saturday rally routes, put together 
by Alan Ferguson, were varied and inter-
esting. 

We have introduced three new vehicles 
into the club. Grant Mehrtens, a 1959 Ford 
V8 two door retractable hard top, Neil 
Manchester’s 1962 Chev Corvette roadster, 
both imported in from the USA and Lester 
Cordes’ 1927 14/40 Vauxhall roadster 
purchased from Nelson recently.

Southland Stuart Francis
The Switzers rally caters for bikes of 

under 251cc and girder forks models. These 

smaller and older machines are just as much 
fun as their younger and bigger cousins but 
do get left behind on normal runs. Twelve 
entrants set off on Saturday morning, the 
oldest being Wayne Nicholl’s 1928 Ariel 
and Tony Warren’s 1928 BSA. Lunch was 
at Riversdale and they overnighted at 
Waikaia, (formally known as Switzers). The 
run back on Sunday morning took in the 
Gore swapmeet. Dale Simmons on his 1961 
48cc Victoria was the hero of the event 
having done over 200kms.

Drive a Dream is a chance for adults to 
indulge in childhood dreams when they can 
drive or ride in trucks, diggers, jet boats, 
helicopters, other machinery and enjoy four 
hot laps in a racing saloon car. The event 
is run by the Invercargill East Rotary Club 
at Teretonga Raceway, as part of their Give 
Kids A Chance programme. The branch’s 
Darracq, driven by Brian Dunick, and John 
Burke’s Chevrolet supported this worthy 
event by transporting participants around 
the site.

Branch members Ferg and Denise 
McDowell, with Katy and John Parish 
from Gore, hosted the Alvis Club AGM 
in Invercargill. Besides the usual rally 
events the entrants did a timed lap around 
Teretonga Raceway. The event was a great 
success and those who had never ventured 
so far south were amazed at the museums, 
facilities, quiet roads and great scenery.

South Otago  John Cook 
A good number of branch members 

supported our neighbouring branch, Gore, 
with their Annual Festival Rally and three 
members came home with prizes. Our own 
branch’s Weekender held in March had 
good numbers attending and was organised 
by our North Otago branch members Mel 
and Eleanor Jamison. We visited Temporo’s 
Motorbody Builders and various other 
places of interest in and around Oamaru 
including a flourmill. Those who did 

not join in for the weekend attended the 
Central Otago Branch’s Moped and Scooter 
rally held on the Sunday of the same 
weekend. 

Paul and Kaye McNabb’s 1929 Model 
A Ford made it to Thames for the Model 
A Nationals and returned home again 
with few problems. John and Jan Cook 
travelled to Masterton for the North Island 
Easter Rally in their 1962 Singer Gazelle 
and had an excellent rally and weekend. 
The Branch would like to welcome along 
Donald and Carolyn Campbell. They join 
us with a well travelled 1911 Sunbeam from 
Carolyn’s parents. Colin and Joan Pearce. 
Evan (Chow) Williams from Clutha Valley 
join us with a 1932 Ford A roadster and a 
Model A pickup. 

 Our condolences go to Allison 
Ollerenshaw and family with the passing of 
Wally in February. Wally was a very active 
and loyal member of our branch. Wally and 
Allison motored extensively in their 1952 
MG TD and later on in a 1965 Volkswagen 
Beetle which is now in the ownership of 
fellow branch members Neville and Judy 
King. The MG TD has been sold to a 
North Island buyer.

rotorua   Evan Dorrington
Early in February, the Three River 

Rally at Gisborne attracted four Rotorua 
entrants. First prize in the Vintage section 
went to our Doug and Doreen Green in 
their Graham-Paige.

Later we hosted the boy racers from 
Britain, Switzerland, Hong Kong and 
Australia in their Bentleys. Lined up in 
BRG these cars were a sight to behold. 
They ranged in age from 82 to 94 years and 
in capacity from 3 to 8 litres, they sported 
twin ignitions, multi carburettors, large 
wheels, narrow tyres and loud exhausts.

Drought – what drought? The weather 
is always better in the Bay of Plenty, so 
why go to the Waikato when it was already 
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raining in Rotorua? Surprisingly 16 cars 
turned up to cross the Mamaku Plateau 
into a sunny Waikato.

David and Jill Philps led us over a wide 
variety of country roads to Morrinsville 
and the fine restoration workshop of Dick 
Marshall. The building was originally 
constructed to grow cymbidium orchids, but 
converted admirably for its present purpose.

After an interesting study of a range 
of ongoing projects we moved to the 
Marshall’s town house complete with garage 
containing 16 two-door, showcase vehicles, 
all immaculate and roadworthy.

This collection of completed projects 
began with a 1956 Morris Minor followed 
by a 1958 Nash Metropolitan and a 1960 
Daimler SP250. Tiny but V8 powered. From 
there on the cars became larger including 
a 1975 Pontiac (only 20,000k) a 1958 Chev 
Impala and four Ford Thunderbirds. A 
happy, well supported outing.

taranaki   Colin Johnston
The National President John Coomber 

made another visit to our branch to present 
a 50 year badge to Des Moore of New 
Plymouth. Des joined our branch in July 
1963 and is the third member in our branch 
to receive the award. The presentation was 
made at our annual Maunga Moana Rally 

dinner. It was a real privilege for us to host 
the National President. The rally was the 
48th annual event and attracted 52 entries 
from Taranaki, Waikato, Whanganui 
and Wellington with President John and 
Christine from Christchurch who rallied 
in a loaned Vauxhall Viva. The South 
Taranaki town of Hawera played host to the 
rally this year and was organised by Brian 
Morris with Margaret Ingram as Rally 
Secretary. Overall winners were Alan and 
Robyn Henry in their 1955 Alvis. They also 
won the new Colleen Moore Trophy that 
was competed for the first time with a two 
person entry in any class.

We have had the following new 
members join our branch. Andrew Tidswell 
from Urenui with a Vauxhall, Danny and 
Margaret Johnston from Hawera with a 
Datsun 180; Sven Slager with a collection 
of Peugeot cars; Peter Jannings 1938 Austin 
12, and Howard Emeny 1981 Daimler all 
from New Plymouth. We welcome them to 
our branch.

taupo   Greg Nattrass
Our annual rally was held in March and 

we had a great turnout of 37 cars. In April 
we were entertained by Maurice Gianotti 
as our guest speaker. Maurice worked as 
Deputy Director of Parlimentary services in 

Wellington over the Muldoon and Lange 
years. He was in charge of many of the 
services that keep our Parliament running 
on a day to day basis. Maurice delved into 
some of the different challenges he faced in 
his daily life in this position. He explained 
how he was in charge of 700 extra staff 
between parliament buildings and local 
constituent offices. 

Our April run was the annual outing 
for the Foundation For The Blind. The 
majority of the Foundation members 
have some partial sight. The run instruc-
tions recognised this, and took us on a 
scenic route to reach Kinloch via Mapara, 
Whangamata and Kinloch roads. After a 
short sightseeing drive around the Kinloch 
village we returned to our clubrooms where 
we were treated to afternoon tea by our 
guests. This was a great run that was made 
more interesting by a freak electrical storm 
and heavy rain.

wanganui  Doreen Hardy
Raising money is, as anybody who 

has tried it will tell you, quite difficult, 
especially in these days of economic diffi-
culty. And yet it is possible, it just takes a 
community.

The VCC Wanganui Branch is a 
community as is Wanganui and its wider 

Taranaki: Neil Carter’s Morris Cowley C Cab 
Van at the Maunga Moana Rally.

Taranaki: Des Moore centre presented the new 
Colleen Moore Trophy to Alan and Robyn Henry 
who also were overall winners of the 47th Taranaki 
Maunga Moana Rally

Waikato: Model T with Mate!

Southland: Drive a Dream  - Brian Dunick and 
John Burke with the Darracq and Chev
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surrounds. We know this as we have 
recently held a scrap collection drive (in 
conjunction with other similar organisa-
tions) and very successful it was too.

And to cap it all VCC National came 
to the party with its Youth Encouragement 
Subsidy which was earned by a group of 
students, girls from Wanganui High School 
who were all happy to get their hands dirty 
and to bend their backs in collecting, lifting 
and delivering scrap. And who knows, we 
may have new members in the future, all 
from a scrap collection. Wanganui Branch’s 
scrap collection programme ably led by Ed 
Boyd, collects and sells scrap, assisted by a 
committed group of helpers who get stuck 
in every Sunday morning. And they get 
morning tea too! 

This year’s collection visited in excess of 
360 homes and collected over $4,000 with 
approximately $3,000 still to come in. The 
money helps charities as well as the VCC, 
Wanganui Branch and its members.

waikato    Ian Patton 
Our branch members have been making 

the most of the favourable autumn weather 
and attending a variety of events.

A small contingent had a wonderful 
few days travelling to the Easter Rally in 
Masterton. While Team Waikato were 

unable to outgun the other participants in 
the Maxwell Trophy Gymkhana they were 
to the fore in the rally with the Patterson’s 
1st place Post Vintage with their Buick and 
the Fussey’s 1st Postwar in their Rover.

Other members attended and competed 
in the Roycroft Trophy event at Hampton 
Downs race circuit.

Our premier motorcycle rally The 
Mooloo Meander was well supported with 
more than 60 bikers heading for Hobbiton 
– Matamata and back to the club. Overall 
winner was Peter Cooper from Auckland.

The branch’s trip to the Maungatauri 
Ecological Island was popular and everyone 
was entertained by Tony Brieley’s descrip-
tion of his weapon of choice for the day 
– the Model A sedan.

Sixteen entrants in the Twilight 
Rally and the lucky winner is next year’s 
organiser!

The Commercial Campout was down 
on numbers but still had 28 trucks for the 
branch display.

Monthly meetings saw both Nigel 
Fookes, Forensic Photographer from the 
Hamilton police and Dean Clark, model 
engine builder give us some very interesting 
information with their presentations.

waitemata  Diane Humphreys
Our annual Roycroft Trophy Meet, held 

over the Easter weekend at the Hampton 
Downs Race Circuit, half way between 
Auckland and Hamilton, was held in good 
weather.

The weekend prior to Easter saw a 
number of our potential entrants being 
given the royal treatment at the Rod Millen 
Leadfoot Festival and they either didn’t 
have the energy or didn’t have the car suffi-
ciently mobile again for our Roycroft Trophy 
Meet. Those who did attend either as an 
entrant or as a spectator had a fantastic 
weekend and for me it was wonderful to 
see yet more folk do the Vintage attire 
theme. We also had a number of inter-
esting motoring memorabilia and clothing 
stalls inside the Hampton marquee and on 
Saturday we were given an informative talks 
by John Bellamore, workshop manager of 
Southwards Museum, on the history of the 
Stutz. The Stutz was our feature car this 
year and it was terrific to have John actually 
drive the beast in races on both days.

Our Drive and Dine held Sunday 21 
April was ably organised by Gerald Watson. 
Sadly by then the summer had packed up 
and moved on so amidst cloud and the 
occasional sprinkling of rain a group of 

Waikato: i-Site Hobbiton.Waikato: Stopover at Middle Earth. Waikato: Dave Maybee back from middle earth during the 
Mooloo Meander Motorbike Rally.

Wairarapa:  Peter Groves shows a good turn of 
speed on the trike.

Wairarapa: Crews enjoy a picnic lunch at Cross 
Creek after untangling the Irish Rally clues.

Wairarapa: Gordon and Frances Clode with the 
spoils from Mrs Brown’s Irish Rally.
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hardy Waitemata’ites ventured north via 
back roads to Puhoi Pub.

Our annual Drive, Dine and Mystery 
Movie event was held in May. Hot on the 
heels of the June Annual General Meeting 
will be our annual R’Oil Can Rally. Always 
held in winter, but this year a month earlier 
than it has been for the last few years. Any 
member from any Branch is welcome to 
participate but one must be in an appro-
priate open Vintage Car Club eligible 
vehicle. Alistair Robinson offered to plan 
this one. 

wairarapa    Kevin Ball
Wairarapa is suffering a hangover. Not 

an alcohol-induced one, I hasten to add, 
but the aftermath of a hugely-successful 
North Island Easter Rally.

We report separately on the hugely-
successful North Island Easter Rally (pg 
16) but note that the event has occupied a 
lot of our attention in the past year or so. 
Nevertheless, branch life goes on. We took 
the unusual step of postponing our major 
event, the Rex Porter Memorial Rally, until 
next year due to the proximity of the Easter 
Rally, but still managed to find time for a 
bit of fun.

A Mrs Brown’s Boys Irish Rally was 
a good example. Mischief-makers Barbara 
Lang and Pat Dutton produced directions 
which started at the bottom of Page 3 and 
ended at the top of Page 1. Right meant 

left and vice-versa and backwards meant 
forward. And interspersed along the way 
were skills tests like golf, petanque, darts 
and riding a three-wheel bicycle. Gordon 
and Frances Clode collected a handsome 
trophy for this.

Another popular event was a club run 
which began at one rest home in Carterton 
and ended at another in Masterton, where 
it coincided with an Open Day. Cars were 
parked up for a while at both facilities, 
allowing residents time to inspect them 
and reminisce about the cars they had 
owned. This was a simple event organised 
by Ray Lester and Frances Elwin and great 
public relations for the club. On a sadder 
note, members have learned recently 
of the deaths of three branch stalwarts, 
Nathalie Cheer, who with husband Bernie 
campaigned a Model T, Florus Bosch, 
whose stable included three 100-year-old 
cars, and branch historian and vehicle 
inspector Chris Slater.

wellington    Ray Betteridge
Our Twilight Rally in March was 

run in perfect conditions, with straight 
line navigation through Upper Hutt 
and continuing through the beautiful 
Akatarawa Valley and along the Kapiti 
Coast to Paekakariki where our fish’n chip 
orders were ready to eat. Uninterrupted 
views of Kapiti Island finished a pleasant 
run with competitors scoring well.

The National Executive meeting was 
a breath of fresh air. It was great to have 
Diane Quarry and her team put forward a 
well prepared set of discussion questions. 
We can see much good coming from this.

The two-wheel brigade had marvelous 
weather for a tour of the Central North 
Island. They came back full of enthusiasm 
and sore bums! Des Vinten (8....yrs) broke 
some home rules and got out of the van 
and rode much of the way.

For the April Dawn Breaker run we 
met at the top of Mt Victoria with a lousy 
forecast, but apart from the sun’s absence 
we had a great scenic drive with coffee at 
Scorching Bay and a full breakfast at the 
club rooms.

At April Club night we were regaled 
with stories of tours by a visiting American, 
Kevin Clemens – Round the World in 80 
days, Peking to Paris and a few others. In 
between times he goes to Bonneville to 
set world records for electric motorbikes – 
some life!

wellsford-warkworth  Gloria Lawrie
On 24 March George and Jeanette Lloyd 

organised a mini-run which took us down 
to Puhoi and back into Waiwera then on to 
the finish at their home.

On 8 April Robin Ross passed away. 
We will miss Robin’s infectious smile and 
chuckle and the support he has given to 
our branch. 

Wairarapa: Paul and Judy Lamb chat with a 
resident at Lansdowne Court Care Centre in 
Masterton.

Wairarapa: Carter Court resident Becky 
Holiday, 89, points out that she’s older than Peter 
Groves’ 1924 Austin 20.

Wairarapa: Irish Rally organisers Barbara Lang and 
Pat Dutton.

Waitemata: all-sorts want to check out the 
Humphreys Lancia motor

Waitemata:Pre 60 Grid at Roycroft Trophy Meet Easter Weekend Waitemata:  MGs race at Roycroft 
Trophy Meet Easter Weekend
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West Coast: Arthur Topliss 1931 Model A coupe.

West Coast: Dave Campbell 1924 Essex on Pioneer 
Section.

Wellington: Dawnbreaker Run 6.30am on Mt 
Victoria.

West Coast: Who needs a tractor when you have a 
Duzgo.

Southland: Mike Lavender setting off on a lap of Teretonga in his Alvis Speed 25.

West Coast: Murray Jobberns 1937 Austin A12 
Pioneer Section.

West Coast: Kim and Sue Rose coming round the Akatarawas.

West Coast: Olly Olsen’s 1930 Chrysler 77 
Speedster.

West Coast: Long-serving Members Tom Griffin 
& Pat Knowles cut the ribbon to offically open 
the new clubrooms at Shantytown .
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Our Quiz Night, organised by Anne 
Richardson, was a great success and our 
visitor John Stokes answered the most 
questions and was rewarded with a car 
book prize. 

On the vehicle front: The Riley RM of 
Anne Richardson is now running again 
(after nearly 30 years of slumber) and is 
having the brakes overhauled prior to being 
vinned and given a WOF. Her 1934 Riley 
Lynx tourer is also being restored at Steve 
Simpson’s panel shop on North Shore and 
is progressing well, with new wood framing, 
new petrol tank plus some panel work etc. 
The engine was rebuilt back in 1960 and 
was never run but with a magneto overhaul 
it sprung immediately into life. The plan 
is to have it back on the road for its 80th 
birthday in 2014.

Chairman Leon’s Ford has its replace-
ment engine dismantled because of a 
strange and intermittent noise.

The Branch Swap Meet was a great 
success this year, with a good number 
of stalls and a large crowd. Chris Field 
attended the Great British Car Rally in 
his 1964 Rolls-Royce Silver Cloud III, 
along with members Anne Richardson and 
George Lloyd. They travelled a total of 
1,734 miles and were well fed and enter-

tained along the way. A great trip and well 
organised.

West Coast  Hemi Te Rakau
The West Coast Branch held the annual 

Scenicland Rally in March with members 
attending from around New Zealand with 
quite a few cars that we have not had 
the pleasure of hosting before. Part of the 
rally course was set aside for those more 
adventurous cars and drivers who wanted 
a challenge that pushed the boundaries a 
little more. The rural back-blocks course 
was held on gravel roads at Aratika which 
included hill climbs and water crossings 
as part of the day. We have included 
some fine action images taken by John 
Rothery during the Pioneer section of the 

Scenicland Rally so that you can enjoy the 
challenges facing the drivers. 

The West Coast Branch has re-estab-
lished its clubrooms within the Shantytown 
Village complex in the old stables building. 
Members have worked hard over many 
months to convert these premises from 
their previous condition to produce 
top-class meeting rooms with display area 
attached. The intent is to keep working 
on the display area to re-create one of 
the West Coasts’ oldest garages known as 
Schaef’s. Images and memorabilia from that 
garage plus much, much more will be on 
display.  

Ray Singleton
Born in Te Puke 13 December 1945, 

Ray grew up on his family’s farm on 
Maketu Road, one of five children. 

A keen sportsman when younger, he 
was diagnosed with type 1 diabetes after    
collapsing when playing tennis at age 14.  

Well known in Te Puke, Ray served in 
Rotary for almost 20 years, and was in his 
third term as local club president at the 

time of his death. Ray received Rotary’s 
Paul Harris fellowship and Sapphire Pin 
in recognition of his service to Rotary.

Ray played a very active part in 
the BOP Branch for 35 years. He was 
Chairman for a total of nine years, and 
was also treasurer for one year. 

In 1989 he opened his first Te Puke 
Auto Barn, in partnership with Jack 
Hoven. Later he set up a bigger Auto Barn 
next to Kiwifruit Country, this time as 
a commercial venture. Both barns were 
available for club functions and many 
happy times were enjoyed there over the 
years. The Auto Barn finally closed in 
2006.

An estimated 500 people filled Te 
Puke’s St Patrick’s Catholic Church to 
attend his funeral service, with many 
having to stand outside. He is survived 
by his wife Sue, his sons Paul, Phillip and 
Christopher, and seven grandchildren.  

The Club extends condolences to his 
family. 

 Bryce Strong

OBITUARY Deaths
In this column we acknowledge the recent 
passing of club members, information is 
supplied to the Beaded Wheels office by 
Branch Secretaries. 
Auger, Bruce  Far North
Bosch, Florus  Wairarapa
Box, William Donald (Don)  Ashburton
Blee, Robert Gilmore (Gilmore) Ashburton
Cheer, Nathalie  Wairarapa
Donald, James Kennedy*  South Canterbury
Heayns, Don  Manawatu
Jenson, Laurence Albert (Laurie) 
 Horowhenua
Ross, Robin Boughton Wellsford/
Warkworth
Slater, Chris Wairarapa
 

 
 

*  James Donald (Jim) was a founding member 
of the Vintage Car Club of New Zealand Inc.
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Ray Singleton.  Photo courtesy Hamilton Press

West Coast: Line up at Paekakariki 
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For an obligation free quote call

0800 658 411 select option 2
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